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In the second part of the 20th century the urbanization accelerated and reached enormous magnitude. The Earth’s 
urban population grows faster than the 
total population, therefore more and more 
people live in urbanized regions. Not only 
the large cities but also the smaller ones 
can modify almost all properties of the 
urban atmospheric environment com-
pared to the natural surroundings. Thus 
owing to the artificial factors a local cli-
mate (urban climate) develops that means 
a modification to the pre-urban situation. 
This climate is a result of the changes in 
radiation, energy and momentum pro-
cesses. These changes are caused by the 
artificial building-up, as well as by the 
emission of heat, moisture and pollution 
related to human activities.
In the course of urban climate develop-
ment the temperature shows the most ob-
vious modification compared to the rural 
area. This modification mainly consists 
of an increase which is manifested in the 
urban heat island. 
In this study we firstly review the ac-
celeration of urbanization. After the main 
reasons of the development and peculiari-
ties of urban climate (stressing the heat is-
land) are dealt with, then the tools of the 
heat island effect mitigation and the re-
lated energy-saving possibilities are dis-
cussed. In the second chapter, new meth-
ods of defining local climate zones and 
station locations in urban areas are pre-
sented in details. Furthermore, created 
urban climate monitoring network sys-
tems in Szeged (Hungary) and Novi Sad 
(Serbia), based on new methods, in the 
last two subchapters are shown. In the 
last part of this study, there are reviewed 
the five most important published scien-
tific papers related with URBAN-PATH 
project issues.
Szeged – Novi Sad
May 2014
Dr. János Unger
Dr. Stevan Savić
Foreword
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1.1. Acceleration of urbanization
Large development of the European set-
tlements started at the age of the indus-
trial revolution (17-18th centuries), while 
at the first half of the 20th century the de-
velopment in America was the most strik-
ing. In the last decades development of 
different agglomerations can be detect-
ed worldwide (Figure 1). The largest ur-
banization is in the Third World, which is 
only partly the consequence of the indus-
trialization, but rather the explosion-like 
population increment (e.g. Lagos, Mexico 
City, Sao Paulo, Mum bai, Dacca, Cairo).
The urbanization levels of different his-
torical ages are clearly reflected in the ra-
tios of the urban population compared to 
the total population. According to these 
values, 2.4%, 13.6%, 33.6%, 41% and 46.6% 
of the Earth’s population lived in cities 
in the years of 1800, 1900, 1960, 1985 and 
2000, respectively (Table 1).
Recently, the number of cities with 
more than one million inhabitants is over 
200, the built-up areas are continually ex-
panding and their ratios are even larger 
than 10% in the developed countries. Ac-
1. Theoretical background of UHI
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Table 1. Number of urban population and its ratio compared to the total population 
Region
1950 1985 2000
% mill. % mill. % mill.
world 29.2 734.2 41.0 1982.8 46.6 2853.6
developed 53.8 447.3 71.5 838.8 74.4 949.9
developing 17.0 286.8 31.2 1144.0 39.3 1903.7
 σ Figure 1. Agglomeration of Ruhr-area  σ Figure 2. World and urban population growth 
between 1950 and 2020 (1950 = 100%)
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cording to the Figure 2 the Earth’s pop-
ulation multiplies ’only’ threefold, while 
the urban population sevenfold by the 
year of 2020 compared to 1950. 
1.2. Main reasons of the urban climate development
The surface and atmospheric modifica-
tions associated with the construction 
and operation of cities are massive. When 
a new city (or a neighbourhood) is devel-
oped it is apparent that a mosaic of micro-
climates is being created. At the scale of 
a person walking amongst the buildings, 
the spatial variation of microclimates is 
huge. That person can be a sunny spot or 
in shade, buffeted by swirling winds or 
becalmed, in relatively hot/dry or cool/
moist surroundings, all just walking a 
few metres from the street into a build-
ing courtyard. However, within a neigh-
bourhood of similar building types, the 
mix of microclimates tends to be repeat-
ed so that an ensemble climate at the local 
scale is created. In turn, when these are 
combined with the climates of the other 
urban land uses, a special climate at the 
city scale is produced (Oke, 1997). This is 
the urban climate which is defined as a 
local climate that is modified by interac-
tions between built-up area and regional 
climate (WMO, 1983).
According to the preceding section 
about half of the human population is af-
fected by the loads of urban environments: 
environmental pollution, noise, stress of 
the accelerated life-style and last but not 
least the modified parameters of the urban 
atmosphere compared to the natural envi-
ronment. This makes study of urban im-
pact on climate particularly important.
The location of a city in a given mac-
ro-scale climate zone, its size (popula-
tion, area) and structure, economy fea-
tures all have significant impacts on the 
magnitude of the developed urban/rural 
climatical differences. Certain physi-
cal geographical features of its wider en-
vironment (e.g. (a) topography – valley, 
basin, slope, plain, (b) coastal location – 
sea, large lake, and (c) surface type – wet-
land, desert) may intensify or moderate 
the changes occur by the anthropogenic 
impacts. The reasons of these changes are:
• Replacement of natural surfaces by 
buildings and impermeable surfaces 
(roads, pavements, parking lots) com-
bined with sanitary and storm sewer 
systems. 
• The geometry of the urban surface is 
very complex, the irregularities are 
varied horizontally as well as vertically 
(from street surfaces to different build-
ing heights) (Figure 3). 
• Physical properties of road and build-
ing materials are different from the 
original natural ones. Usually they 
have lower albedo, higher heat conduc-
tivity and heat capacity. 
• Important factors considering the ra-
diation processes are the materials re-
leased by the heating, traffic and in-
dustrial processes, for example water 
vapour, gases, smoke and other solid 
pollutants which cover the city as a 
haze (Figure 4).
• In certain cases and periods the heat 
produced by human activities (indus-
try, traffic, heating) and released into 
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the environment can also be significant 
(Figure 5). 
Figure 6 summarizes the factors influ-
encing the peculiarities of the urban cli-
mate. Among them there are those which 
can not be changed (’fixed’), others have 
significant role as ’modulators’. Factors 
related to impacts of human activities are 
’controllable’, that is − theoretically − they 
can be formed according to the demands 
during the processes of urban planning, 
building and space design. 
The boundary layer over settlements is 
different compared to the rural one. Two 
layers can be recognized: one is governed 
by processes acting at micro-scale; the 
other by those at the local or meso-scale 
(Oke, 1976).
The first layer is termed urban canopy 
layer (UCL), which consists of the air con-
tained between the urban roughness ele-
 σ Figure 3. Skycrapers in New York  σ Figure 4. Photochemical smog  
over Mexico City 
 σ Figure 5. Annual average heat emission from buildings (1×1 km) in London (2005)  
(Hamilton et al., 2009)
London Built Form Heat 
Emissions W/m2   - 1km2-
Class 1 30 to 150 (48)
Class 2 18 to 30 (117)
Class 3 10 to 18 (272)
Class 4 0 to 10 (1167)
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ments (mainly buildings) (Figure 7). The 
UCL is a micro-scale concept, its climate 
being dominated by the nature of the im-
mediate surroundings (especially site ma-
terials and geometry). The upper bound-
ary of the urban canopy is likely to be 
imprecise because of the complexity of 
the urban ’surface’. In densely built-up 
areas the limit is near at roof level; in large 
open spaces it may be entirely absent.
The second layer, situated directly 
above the first one is called urban bound-
ary layer (UBL) (Figure 7). This is a local 
to meso-scale phenomenon whose char-
acteristics are affected by the presence of 
an urban area at its lower boundary. Its 
height depends on the roughness condi-
tions of the underlying urban surface. In 
the downwind region this layer may be-
come separated from the surface as a 
new rural boundary layer develops un-
derneath, and this has been termed the 
urban plume.
 σ Figure 6. Factors influencing the peculiarities of the urban climate
 σ Figure 7. Schematic representation of the urban atmosphere with its two layer  
(the slope of the UBL is between 1:100 and 1:200 in reality) (Oke 1976)
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1.3. Radiation budget and energy balance in urban areas
The city has a marked impact upon the 
short- and long-wave components of the 
net radiation budget due to the presence 
of the pollutants in the air and to chang-
es in the surface radiative properties (Oke, 
1982).
The incoming short-wave radiation 
(1) and that reflected from the city sur-
face (3) are subjected to greater attenu-
ation in the polluted urban air than the 
equivalent fluxes in the rural areas (Fig-
ure 8). The amount received at the surface 
(K↓) consists of direct-beam and diffuse 
(2) plus net back-scattered (4) is general-
ly 2-10% lower in the city. Because of the 
intensive turbulence and mixing these 
values smaller in summer than in winter 
(Kuttler, 1998). Pollution and the associat-
ed fog (smog) used to cause some British 
cities to lose 25-55% of the incoming solar 
radiation during winter. In 1945 it was es-
timated that the city of Leicester lost 30% 
radiation in winter, as against 6% in sum-
mer (Barry and Chorley, 1982). The loss-
es are greatest in the morning and late af-
ternoon hours when the sun’s rays travel 
longer path through the polluted layer be-
cause of the low solar angle. In the devel-
oping countries the loss can be increased 
even during a few decades as a result of 
explosion-like urbanization and its relat-
ed processes (e.g. Cairo) (Rooba, 2006).
On the other hand the urban albedo 
values are typically 0.05 to 0.10 lower than 
for the countryside in the mid-latitudes 
(Oke, 1974), that is the reflected short-
wave radiation (K↑) is smaller. This can 
be attributed partly to the colours of the 
building materials and to the shorter-life 
snow cover, partly to the beams trapped 
by the dissected surface. 
Similar off-setting of effects occurs in 
the long-wave radiation budget (Figure 
8). Because of the developed heat island 
 σ Figure 8. Schematic depiction of radiative exchanges in a polluted urban boundary layer  
(Oke, 1982)
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(see Section 6) the higher surface temper-
ature of the city produces an enhanced 
emission (5). A relative large part of this 
is absorbed by the polluted air layer and 
re-radiated back to the surface along that 
portion of sky radiation (6) transmitted 
to the surface (7), and that emitted by the 
warmed urban air (8). At night these com-
bined long-wave inputs are slightly larg-
er in the city than in rural areas, and by 
day the excess may be greater still, due to 
emission from solar heated pollutants.
In summary both long- and short-wave 
inputs (K↓, L↓) and outputs (K↑, L↑) are 
increased by urbanization so that urban/
rural net all wave radiation (Q*) differ-
ences are small, probably less than 5%. Of 
course the anthropogenic heat (QF) in-
creases the urban input. Table 2 gives 
some values as examples.
At the scale of the UBL the spatially-in-
tegrated energy-exchanges between the 
city and its overlying air have to be con-
sidered. Here the ’surface’ corresponds to 
the level of the UCL/UBL interface. The 
fluxes across this plane comprise those 
from the individual UCL units (such as 
roofs, trees, lawns, roads, etc.) integrated 
over larger land-use divisions. In centre of 
such a division, where meso-scale advec-
tive effects may be neglected, the energy 
balance becomes:
Q* + QF = QH + QE + ΔQS
where QF – is the anthropogenic heat flux.
The terms of a suburban energy balance 
and their diurnal variation are shown in 
Figure 9. Note that the sensible and latent 
fluxes are of similar magnitude during 
the daytime so the rate of evapotranspi-
ration is far from insignificant. It is prob-
ably due to the higher ratio of (irrigated) 
green areas in suburbs. 
Table 2. Components of radiation balance and QF (Wm-2) in the city and its rural area at different 
times in summer (Cincinnati, Ohio)
 
 
City core Rural
08h 13h 20h 08h 13h 20h
K↓ 288 763 - 306 813 -
K↑ 42 120 - 80 159 -
L* -61 -100 -98 -61 -67 -67
Q* 184 543 -98 165 587 -67
QF 36 29 26 - - -
 σ Figure 9. Daily variations of the energy 
balance terms in a suburban area  
(Vancouver, Canada) (Oke, 1982)
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But, in the case of inner city it can be 
established that the role of the latent heat 
(QE) decreases further compared to rural 
areas but it is still far from negligible. 
However, the urban heat storage (ΔQS) is 
significantly larger than in its surround-
ing areas because of the greater thermal 
conductivity and heat capacity. Especial-
ly at night, when storage assumes a more 
significant role in the energy balance of 
both urban and rural environments, thus 
it may be important in maintaining high-
er urban temperatures.
In summary, the impact of urbaniza-
tion is to favour to partitioning of ener-
gy into sensible (warming the air) rather 
latent heat and to increase heat storage by 
the system.
1.4. Water balance in urban areas
The urban (soil-building-plant-air system) 
water balance is expanded by new compo-
nents (F, I) compared to the natural one 
(Oke, 1987):
p + F + I = E + Dr + DS (+ DA)
where F – water released to the atmosphere 
by anthropogenic processes, I – water sup-
ply piped in from rivers and reservoirs, and 
DA – net amount of water droplets and 
water vapour advection to/from the city 
air. This balance applies to a layer which 
extends to depth where vertical water (f) 
exchange is negligible (Figure 10). 
Considerable amounts of water vapour 
are released when fossil fuels such as nat-
ural gas, gasoline, fuel oil and coal are 
burnt. The use of water to absorb ’waste’ 
heat from power plants and other industri-
al processes also greatly enhances vapori-
zation from cooling towers, cooling ponds, 
rivers and lakes. These provide a source of 
vapour for the urban atmosphere and they 
are summarized in term F. The importa-
tion of water to the city (I) is necessary to 
meet demands from residential, industrial 
and other users. This mass input to the city 
system can be fairly easily monitored by 
the date of supplier companies. Ultimate-
ly this water is lost from the system via 
evapotranspiration and runoff. F and I are 
mass flows that are directly controlled by 
human decisions and respond to the daily 
and seasonal rhythms of human activities.
Let us compare the water balance of 
an urban (soil-building-plant-air) system 
with that of a corresponding rural (soil-
plant-air) system. To simplify matters 
consider both to have an extensive area, 
so that the advective term (DA) may be 
neglected for both. 
The water input of the urban system is 
greater because its precipitation (p) is aug-
 σ Figure 10. Components of urban water 
balance (Oke, 1987)
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mented by F and I (Figure 11). Anyway, be-
cause of the extra condensation nuclei of 
anthropogenic origin the precipitation 
amount over and near the city may be in-
creased, especially in the case of show-
ers. On the other hand, usually the urban 
evapotranspiration (E) and DS are less be-
cause of the reduction of the original veg-
etation cover and its replacement by rela-
tively impervious materials. Although the 
complex surface of the city presents a larger 
interception area for the precipitation, the 
poor infiltration properties of urban mate-
rials outweigh this benefit and thus water 
storage amount is smaller than in the rural 
case. It follows from these considerations 
that the third term on the right-hand side 
of the balance the runoff (Dr) is greater in 
urban areas. One part of this growth is due 
to the disposal of a portion of I as waste 
water via sanitary sewers, the other part is 
due to the waterproofing of surface build-
ing materials and artificial runoff routing 
(e.g. storm sewers). 
1.5. Urban temperature modification
The urban heat island (UHI) is a ther-
mal excess which is a result of urban/
rural energy bal-
ance differenc-
es. Many kinds of 
UHIs can be detect-
ed according to the 
target medium (air, 
surface, sub-sur-
face) (Figures 12 and 
13). Of course, they 
are related to each 
other, but there are substantial differenc-
es in their generating processes and tem-
poral dynamics. Now the discussion is 
concentrated on the warm urban air in 
which two heat islands (UCL and UBL) 
can be distinguished according to the 
layers of urban atmosphere. In the fol-
lowing our establishments are related to 
the heat island developed in the UCL.
 
40% evapotranspiration
25% shallow
infiltration
Natural Ground Cover
25% deep
infiltration
10%
runoff
30% evapotranspiration
10% shallow
infiltration
75-100% Impervious Cover
5% deep
infiltration
55%
runoff
 σ Figure 11. Partitioning of the water balance components in urban and rural areas
 σ Figures 12. Nocturnal surface temperature 
pattern (Szeged, 14 August, 2008)
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1 .5 .1 . Spatial and temporal features of 
the urban heat island 
Presentation of the UHI by isotherms 
showing the spatial distribution and 
magnitude of the temperature excess rel-
ative to the surroundings of the city is 
well illustrated: the more or less circular 
and closed lines remind us on the topo-
graphical appearance of islands on con-
tour maps (Figure 14). At the urban/rural 
boundary the temperature is increased 
significantly (’cliff’), and much of the rest 
of the urban area appears as a ‘plateau’ of 
warm air with a steady but weaker hori-
zontal gradient of increasing temperature 
towards the city centre. It may be inter-
rupted by warm and cold spots associat-
ed with areas of anomalously high or low 
building density. A park or lake might be 
relatively cool whereas an industrial area 
 σ Figures 13. Nocturnal UHI intensity distribution (Szeged, 25 March 2003)
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or a shopping centre might be relatively 
warm. The densely built urban core shows 
a final ‘peak’ to the heat island where the 
largest temperature difference is observed 
(Oke, 1987). This relatively regular config-
uration exists only during those weath-
er situations which promote the develop-
ment of microclimatic processes. The heat 
island intensity (ΔT) is defined as the dif-
ference of temperatures measured at same 
time over the urban and rural surfaces. 
The ΔT exhibits a marked diurnal var-
iation. Its main feature is that because of 
the more moderate cooling in the late af-
ternoon and evening the minimum tem-
perature at dawn is not so low as in rural 
areas (Figure 15). At the same time the 
urban atmosphere warms slowly after 
sunrise. As a result the intensity grows 
sharply around sunset to a maximum a 
few hours (3 to 5 h) later (Oke and Max-
well, 1975). In the remaining part of the 
night the temperature difference decrease 
slowly but steadily, then the decreasing 
strengthens at sunrise. So the intensity 
variation during the day is governed by 
the different cooling/warming rates be-
tween the urban and rural areas. 
Diurnal and annual variations of UHI 
can be presented very clearly by isop-
leths (Figure 16). According to the inves-
tigation based on hourly values there are 
scarcely any differences between 7 and 18 
hours, moreover they can be negative too. 
These negative values with a maximum 
at about noon appear during spring and 
summer (e.g. -1.2ºC), while in autumn 
and winter the differences are positive all 
 σ Figure 14. Spatial pattern of UHI along a cross-section (AB) and its horizontal structure  
(after Oke, 1982)
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day. The positive deviations are the great-
est at night and they can reach even 3.5ºC 
in summer, while in winter the intensities 
are more moderate. This supports an ear-
lier statement that the UHI is primarily 
an evening and nocturnal phenomenon. 
1 .5 .2 . Other heat island controls
In previous sections the main reasons 
forming the special climate of cities were 
already discussed. Now some addition-
al factors will be mentioned which have 
quantitative influence on the strength of 
the heat island. 
 σ Figure 15. Temporal variation of urban and rural 
(a) air temperature (°C), (b) heating/cooling rates 
(°Ch-1) and (c) the resulting UHI intensity (°C) 
(Oke, 1982)
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The maximum heat island intensity 
(ΔTmax) is strongly related to the city size. 
A surrogate of city size is its population 
(P). The relation is found to be proportion-
al to logP: the obtained two equations have 
some deviations according to the numbers 
of cities taking into consideration:
ΔTmax = 2.01 · logP – 4.06 [ºC]
ΔTmax = 1.92 · logP – 3.46 [ºC]
Figure 17 shows that even settlements 
with population of 1000 have a heat island 
and in the case of mega-cities with mil-
lions of inhabitants the possible greatest 
thermal modifications is about 12ºC (Park, 
1987; Klysik and Fortuniak, 1999). Cer-
tain difference can be seen in the slopes 
of North-American and European cities, 
as well as the Japan and Korean cities are 
particularly interesting because the regres-
sion lines bend. This is partly due to differ-
ences in the nature of the cities (different 
urban structures, traditions in building 
constructions, heat release) existing in dif-
ferent regions of the world. Therefore the 
characterization of city size with its popu-
lation is not always satisfactory to explain 
the considered physical phenomenon. That 
is it cannot be negligible at all regarding 
the heat island intensity whether widely 
separated low buildings or compact built-
up structure with tall elements is dominat-
ed in a given settlement. Table 3 gives a few 
examples on the maximum temperature 
excess generated by cities.
Weather controls (particularly wind 
and clouds) on the development of heat 
island have significant influence on the 
UHI magnitude. For heat island gener-
ation the high pressure (anticyclonic) 
weather situations are the most favour-
able when the sky is clear and the air is 
calm. Clouds moderate the differences of 
radiation inputs and outputs, thus also 
the urban/rural temperature differenc-
es. The strong wind significantly weakens 
or even prohibits the heat island develop-
ment. As larger cities are able to generate 
 σ Figure 17. Relation between maximum UHI intensity and population for North-American, Europe-
an, Japan and Korean settlements (Oke, 1973; Park, 1987)
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larger heat island, therefore the larger the 
settlement population the stronger wind 
is necessary to eliminate the formation of 
thermal differences. There is an empiri-
cal relation between the threshold of this 
limiting wind speed and the population 
number (Oke and Hannell, 1970):
v = 3,41·lgP − 11,6 [ms-1]
1 .5 .3 . Influence of the intra-urban 
green areas on temperature
The intra-urban green areas (parks) have 
an attenuating effect on thermal load not 
only inside them but this effect may ex-
tend beyond the parks into their surround-
ing built-up areas (Oke, 1989; Eliasson and 
Upmanis, 2000). As a result of different-
ly cooling green and built-up areas there 
is a temperature difference which induces 
a pressure gradient leading to a divergent 
outflow of cool air at a low level from the 
park. This is the park breeze causing some 
cooling in the surrounding areas (Fig-
ure 18a). In the case of moderate wind the 
cooling effect may be shifted correspond-
ing to the wind direction from a few hun-
dred meters to a few kilometres depending 
on the park size (Figure 18b).
The mentioned cooling effect extend-
ing beyond the green areas could be very 
important and useful for people living 
near the parks especially in the nocturnal 
hours during heat-wave periods. 
 σ Figure 18. Isotherms (°C) (a) in Chapultepec Park (Mexico City) with clear sky and calm air (3 Dec. 
1970, morning), (b) in Parc La Fontane (Montreal) with SW wind of 2 ms-1 and clear sky (28 May 
1970, evening)
Table 3. Examples on the maximum UHI 
intensity values (Matzarakis, 2001)
City Investigated period
∆Tmax 
(°C)
Barcelona Oct. 1985 – July 1987 8.2
Calgary 1978 8.1
Mexico City 1981 9.4
Montreal 15 Feb. 1970 (22h) 10.5
Moscow 1990 9.8
München 1982-1984 8.2
New York July 1964 – Dec. 1966 11.6
Szeged July 1977 – May 1981 8.2
Tokyo 14 March 1992 (3-5h) 8.1
Vancouver 4 July 1972 11.6
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1.6. Direct effects of heat island
The evaluation of advantages and disad-
vantages of the UHI has to take into ac-
count both summer and winter aspects. 
The result of this will be quite different 
depending on a city’s geographic location.
During heat-waves, the UHI puts ad-
ditional heat load on human beings. In 
winter, the urban heat island might be 
beneficial by saving heating energy. In ad-
dition, a city provides a variety of micro-
climates that allow individuals to choose 
their preferred environment. The thermal 
differences within the various urban mi-
croclimates might be greater than the dif-
ference between the (spatial means of the) 
urban climate and the rural climate. The 
larger a city, the more pronounced the 
urban heat island and the higher the risk 
of heat stress in summer. Table 4 summa-
rizes some measures reflecting the urban 
impact. Some of them mean positive al-
terations for urban areas, while others 
mean negative ones.
1 .6 .1 . Human comfort and health,  
and others
From the aspect of human comfort the 
extra thermal load is important. The neg-
ative impact of UHI appears mainly in 
summer. Heat-waves (sustained hot days) 
usually occur in synoptic situations with 
pronounced slow air mass development 
and movement, leading to intensive and 
prolonged heat stress (Figure 19). Glob-
al climate change is likely to be accompa-
nied by an increase in the frequency and 
intensity of heat-waves.
Heat-waves present special problems in 
urban areas because buildings retain heat 
if ventilation for cooling at night is inad-
equate. During heat-waves, inhabitants 
of urban areas may experience sustained 
thermal stress both day and night, where-
as inhabitants of rural environments often 
obtain some relief from thermal stress at 
night. In urban areas the UHI maintains 
higher temperatures at night, which is to 
Table 4. Urban/rural numbers of different days with threshold in Gelsenkirchen (Germany) in a one-
year period (Kuttler, 2006) and in Szeged (Hungary) in a three-year period (Unger and Ondok, 1995)
 
 
 
Gelsenkirchen (1998-1999) Szeged (1978-1980)
Season Type Threshold Urban Rural Urban Rural
winter
frost day Tmin < 0°C 36 57 222 265
cold day Tmin < 0°C 19 21 - -
winter day Tmax < 0°C - - 37 63
heating day
Tmean < 15°C (G) 
Tmean < 12°C (Sz)
238 255 171 194
summer
warm day Tmean ≥ 20°C 49 25 - -
summer day Tmax ≥ 25°C 47 39 243 208
sultry day Tmax ≥ 30°C 14 10 - -
‘beer-garden’ day T21h > 20°C 50 22 250 133
‘hot’ night T0h > 20°C 21 5 - -
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increase the impact on health of continu-
ous hot days, as little relief is experienced 
at night.
As further impacts of the warmer 
urban areas the frost-free period becomes 
longer as well as the vegetation period, 
and the phenological phases shift (Figures 
20 and 21). Additionally, the frost intensi-
ty and the length of the period with snow 
cover are reduced.
 σ Figure 19. Variations of min., max. temperatures and excess deaths (Paris, summer 2003) 
 σ Figure 20. Correlation between the UHI intensity and the time (in Year Day) of the full-flowering 
in Debrecen (Hungary) in spring 2003 (Lakatos and Gulyás, 2003) 
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1 .6 .2 . Heating/cooling energy demand
Buildings are permanent heating appli-
ances discharging heat all year round 
from space heating and cooling, artificial 
lighting and the use of domestic and of-
fice appliances.
The need to keep warm (or cool) the 
buildings may use large amounts of ener-
gy. Buildings that are poorly designed can 
add to this burden through poor insula-
tion, poor planning, overglazing and other 
aspects. They can also cause occupants to 
use electric lighting and other equipment 
more than necessary. Buildings account 
for about 50% of the energy used in in-
dustrialized countries, and much of this is 
used in building services, especially in air-
conditioned buildings, where much of the 
energy is used as electricity.
Using air-conditioning to overcome 
the heat stress caused by global warm-
ing constitutes a potentially dangerous 
positive feedback loop. Air-condition-
ing leads to more energy use, which re-
sults in more carbon dioxide being emit-
ted (unless energy that does not cause 
carbon dioxide emission, such as solar or 
wind energy, is used), which causes more 
warming, which requires more air-condi-
tioning (WHO, 2004).
Anthropogenic heat production wors-
ens the urban heat island effect: It is as-
sumed that the increasing trend in the 
nocturnal urban heat island in London in 
spring, summer and autumn is caused in 
part by the greater use of air-conditioning 
in recent decades (Wilby, 2003). The need 
to use extra energy to counteract the UHI 
disproportionally affects resource-con-
strained people, who often live in urban 
areas and thus face the heat island phe-
nomenon even more. 
In general, the UHI would be expected 
to result in an increased cooling energy de-
mand in summer and a reduced energy de-
mand in the heating season. For the UK, 
measured air temperature data have been 
used (Kolokotroni et al., 2007) as inputs 
to a building energy simulation comput-
er program to assess the heating and cool-
ing load of a typical air-conditioned office 
building positioned at 24 different locations 
 σ Figure 21. Variation in bud unfolding time of horse-chestnut in Geneva (1810-1995)
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within the London UHI. It was found that 
the urban cooling load is up to 25% higher 
than the rural load over the year, and the 
annual heating load is reduced by 22%. For 
this particular building and set of assump-
tions, the absolute gains due to the heating 
load reductions were outweighed by the in-
creased cooling loads. For non-air-condi-
tioned buildings, the UHI would tend to 
result in net energy savings, albeit coupled 
with higher summer temperatures.
One way of indirectly characteriz-
ing the UHI impacts is the examination 
of heating (HDD) and cooling (CDD) de-
gree-days data (functions of air temper-
ature and a given critical threshold). For 
example, the HDDs are calculated using 
the term heating day: in this day the daily 
mean temperature (ti) is below 12°C. The 
heating degree-days (HDD) are then cal-
culated by the following formula:
HDD = ∑ (T − ti)
where T is the required room air tempera-
ture (20°C) and the summing up refers to 
the heating days in a heating season. This 
method assumes that average space heat-
ing losses of buildings are proportional to 
average degree-days and it is used for esti-
mating the energy demand of space heat-
ing in buildings (Sailor, 1998, Livada et al., 
2002). Cumulative degree-days are, thus, 
direct indicators of the overall thermal 
climate for a heating season. Table 5 gives 
some examples, where the heating and 
cooling degree-days are both calculated 
to a base of 18.3ºC (Davies et al., 2008).
1.7. Mitigation of heat island effect and related energy savings
Appropriate urban planning and build-
ing design provide measures to reduce heat 
stress for individuals living in cities and the 
urban heat island. Appropriate architecture 
can prevent buildings from warming up 
and thereby ensure comfortable indoor en-
vironments without the use of artificial air-
conditioning. Architecture considers in-
Table 5. Reduction in HDDs and increase in CDDs due to UHI effect (1941-70)  
(calculation base is 18.3°C) (Davies et al., 2008)
Location Heating degree days Cooling degree days
Urban Airport δ Urban Airport δ
Los Angeles 384 562 –178 368 191 +177
Washington DC 1300 1370 –70 440 361 +79
St. Louis 1384 1466 –82 510 459 +51
New York 1496 1600 –104 333 268 +65
Baltimore 1266 1459 –193 464 344 +120
London 2419 2779 –360 248 207 +41
Seattle 2493 2881 –388 111 72 +39
Detroit 3460 3556 –96 416 366 +50
Chicago 3371 3609 –238 463 372 +91
Denver 3058 3342 –284 416 350 +66
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dividual buildings, whereas urban design 
deals with planning the structure of set-
tlements. To maximize thermal comfort in 
urban areas, climatic aspects should be con-
sidered in all scales, from the design of the 
individual building to regional planning. 
Figure 22 summarizes the impact of climat-
ic elements on regional settlement planning 
(urban design) and building design. 
The most important tools reducing the 
UHI effect (they have different significance 
in different climatic zones) are (Figure 23):
• high reflection materials for buildings 
and roads
• greening the roofs and walls
• planting trees near the building reduc-
ing the solar loading and wind effects 
on buildings
• reducing the solar loading on build-
ings by artificial shading devices 
• variability of building heights
• more spaces between the buildings
• porous pavement
• increase the green area fraction 
• construction detention ponds to col-
lect the precipitation (stormwater)
• developing of ventilation paths
Figures 24 and 25 illustrate some of 
these tools. Tools marked by italics are 
discussed below in details.
The effects of modifying the urban en-
vironment by planting trees and increas-
ing albedo are best quantified in terms of 
‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ contributions.
 σ Figure 22. Impact of climatic elements on regional and settlement planning and building design 
(Bitan, 1988)
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The direct effect of planting trees 
around a building or using reflective ma-
terials on roofs or walls is to alter the en-
ergy balance and cooling requirements of 
that particular building. However, when 
trees are planted and albedo is modi-
fied throughout an entire city, the ener-
gy balance of the whole city is modified, 
producing city-wide changes in climate. 
Phenomena associated with city-wide 
changes in climate are referred to as in-
direct effects, because they indirectly af-
fect the energy use in an individual build-
ing. Direct effects give immediate benefits 
to the building that applies them. Indirect 
effects achieve benefits only with wide-
spread deployment.
There is an important distinction be-
tween direct and indirect effects: while 
direct effects are recognized and account-
ed for in present models of building-en-
ergy use, indirect effects are appreciated 
far less. Accounting for indirect effects is 
more difficult and the results are compar-
 σ Figure 23. Tools for the mitigation of the UHI effect
 σ Figure 24. Buildings with a large roof area relative to building height make ideal candidates for 
cool roofing, as the roof surface area is the main source of heat gain to the building 
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atively less certain. Understanding these 
effects and incorporating them into ac-
counts of energy use and air quality is 
the focus of several researches. It is worth 
noting that the phenomenon of summer 
urban heat islands is itself an indirect ef-
fect of urbanization.
The issue of direct and indirect effects 
also enters into our discussion of atmos-
pheric pollutants. Planting trees has the 
direct effect of reducing atmospheric 
CO2 because each individual tree direct-
ly sequesters carbon from the atmosphere 
through photosynthesis. However, plant-
ing trees in cities also has an indirect ef-
fect on CO2. By reducing the demand for 
cooling energy, urban trees indirectly re-
duce emission of CO2 from power plants. 
The amount of CO2 avoided via the in-
direct effect is considerably greater than 
the amount sequestered directly (Akbari 
et al., 1990). Similarly, trees directly trap 
ozone precursors (by dry-deposition), a 
direct effect, and indirectly reduce the 
emission of these precursors from power 
plants (Taha, 1996).
Figure 26 depicts the overall methodol-
ogy used in analyzing the impact of heat-
island mitigation measures on energy use 
and urban air pollution.
 σ Figure 25. Green roof (Seattle) and green wall (Auckland)
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 σ Figure 26. Methodology to analyze the impact of shade trees, cool roofs and cool pavements on 
energy use and air quality (smog) (Akbari et al., 2001)
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Use of high-albedo urban surfaces 
(roofs and pavements) and the planting of 
urban trees are inexpensive measures that 
can reduce summertime temperatures.
At the building scale, a dark roof is 
heated by the sun and, thus, directly rais-
es the summertime cooling demand of 
the building beneath it. For highly ab-
sorptive (low-albedo) roofs, the difference 
between the surface and ambient air tem-
peratures may be as high as 50ºC, while 
for less absorptive (high-albedo) surfac-
es with similar insulative properties, such 
as roofs covered with a white coating, the 
difference is only about 10ºC (Berdahl and 
Bretz, 1997). For this reason, ‘cool’ surfac-
es (which absorb little ‘insolation’) can be 
effective in reducing cooling-energy use. 
Highly absorptive surfaces contribute to 
the heating of the air, and thus indirectly 
increase the cooling demand of (in princi-
ple) all buildings. Cool surfaces incur no 
additional cost if color changes are incor-
porated into routine re-roofing and resur-
facing schedules (Bretz et al., 1998, Rosen-
feld et al., 1992).
Most high-albedo surfaces are light 
colored, although selective surfaces that 
reflect a large portion of the infrared solar 
radiation but absorb some visible light 
may be dark colored and yet have relative-
ly high albedos (Berdahl and Bretz, 1997).
The practice of widespread paving of 
city streets with asphalt began only with-
in the past hundred years. The advantag-
es of this smooth and all-weather surface 
for the movement of bicycles and automo-
biles are obvious, but some of the associ-
ated problems are perhaps not so well ap-
preciated. One consequence of covering 
streets with dark asphalt surfaces is the 
increased heating of the city by sunlight. 
A dark surface absorbs light, and, there-
fore, it gets warmer. The pavements in 
turn heat the air and help create the UHI. 
If urban surfaces were lighter in color, 
more of the incoming light would be re-
flected back into space and the surfaces 
and the air would be cooler. This tends to 
reduce the need for air conditioning.
The benefits of trees can also be divided 
into direct and indirect effects: shading 
of buildings and ambient cooling (urban 
forest). Shade trees intercept sunlight be-
fore it warms a building. The urban for-
est cools the air by evapotranspiration. 
Trees also decrease the wind speed under 
their canopy and shield buildings from 
cold winter breezes. Urban shade trees 
offer significant benefits by both reduc-
ing building air-conditioning, lower-
ing air temperature, and thus improving 
urban air quality by reducing smog. Over 
the life of a tree, the savings associated 
with these benefits vary by climate region. 
Tree-planting programs can be designed 
to be low cost, so they can offer savings to 
communities that plant trees. 
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2.1. The Local Climate Zone classification system
In the heat island literature the term 
“urban” has no single, objective mean-
ing as the areas around the measuring 
sites could be very different depending 
on the investigated cities (e.g. park, col-
lege ground, street canyon, housing estate, 
etc.). In addition, for landscape classifica-
tion or description of the site surround-
ings the simple “urban” versus “rural” is 
not appropriate because of the abundant 
variety of the landscapes according to 
their surface properties relevant to devel-
opment of near-surface micro and local 
climates (Stewart, 2007; 2011).
To diminish this deficiency, Stewart 
and Oke (2012) developed a climate-based 
classification system based on the earli-
er studies from the last decades (e.g. Auer, 
1978; Ellefsen, 1991; Oke, 2004; Stewart 
and Oke, 2009), as well as a thorough re-
view on the empirical heat island litera-
ture and world-wide surveys of the meas-
urement sites with their surroundings. 
The elements of this system are the “local 
climate zones” (LCZ) and they are pre-
sented shortly in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
The main purpose of the LCZ system 
is to facilitate the characterization of the 
local environment around a temperature 
measuring site with a screen-height sensor, 
in terms of its ability to influence the local 
thermal climate. To this end, the num-
ber of types is not too large and separa-
tion is based on objective, measurable pa-
rameters. LCZs are defined as “regions of 
uniform surface cover, structure, materi-
al, and human activity that span hundreds 
of meters to several kilometres in horizon-
tal scale. Each LCZ has a characteristic 
screen-height temperature regime that is 
most apparent over dry surfaces, on calm, 
clear nights, and in areas of simple relief” 
(Stewart and Oke, 2012). Each climate zone 
is necessarily “local” in spatial scale be-
cause typically a 200–500 m upwind fetch 
is required for the air at screen-height to 
become fully adjusted to the underlying, 
relatively homogeneous surface. Among 
them there are ten built types (from LCZ 
1 to LCZ 10) and seven land cover types 
(from LCZ A to LCZ G), and additional-
ly, the types can have variable seasonal or 
shorter period land cover properties. The 
main characters of the types are reflected 
in their names (Table 6).
The LCZ types can be distinguished 
by the measurable physical properties 
(parameters) Most of them characterize 
2. Methods of LCZ investigation  
and station location definition  
in urban areas
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the surface cover and geometry of a site, 
while others reflect the thermal, radia-
tive and anthropogenic energy attributes 
of an area (Table 7). These parameters are 
partly dimensionless (e.g. sky view fac-
tor), partly given in %, m, etc. (e.g. build-
ing surface fraction) and their values have 
different ranges according to the different 
types. Stewart and Oke (2012) defined the 
typical range of properties for each zone.
The LCZ classification system was not 
designed specifically for mapping, but to 
standardize the classification of urban 
heat island observation sites, either urban 
or rural.  Nevertheless, In case of the de-
sign of a new urban observation network, 
utilizing LCZ classification in the spatial 
mapping of a city is justifiable. The intro-
duced classes support the categorization 
of the urban terrain, the identification 
of relatively homogeneous areas with re-
spect to their surface properties, and the 
identification sites that are representative 
of those areas.
In the frame of this new classification 
system the UHI intensity is not an “urban-
rural” temperature difference but an LCZ 
temperature difference (ΔTLCZ:X–Y), not an 
“urban-rural” difference (ΔTu–r) (Stewart 
et al. 2013). Depending on the combina-
tion of the selected two LCZ classes, this 
difference can yield various outcomes. In 
this way, the application of the LCZ sys-
tem gives an opportunity to compare the 
thermal reactions of different areas with-
in a city and between cities (intra-urban 
and inter-urban comparisons) objectively.
It can be assumed that in many re-
spects the interactions between the urban 
parameters and thermal comfort as well 
Table 6. Names and designation of the LCZ types (after Stewart and Oke, 2012)
Built types Land cover types Variable land cover properties 
LCZ 1 – Compact high-rise
LCZ 2 – Compact midrise
LCZ 3 – Compact low-rise
LCZ 4 – Open high-rise
LCZ 5 – Open midrise
LCZ 6 – Open low-rise
LCZ 7 – Lightweight low-rise
LCZ 8 – Large low-rise
LCZ 9 – Sparsely built
LCZ 10 – Heavy industry
LCZ A – Dense trees
LCZ B – Scattered trees
LCZ C – Bush, scrub
LCZ D – Low plants
LCZ E – Bare rock / paved
LCZ F – Bare soil / sand
LCZ G – Water
b – bare trees
s – snow cover
d – dry ground
w – wet ground
Table 7. Zone properties of LCZ system (after Stewart and Oke, 2012)
Type of properties
Geometric, surface cover Thermal, radiative, metabolic
Properties sky view factor
aspect ratio
building surface fraction (%)
impervious surface fraction (%)
pervious surface fraction (%)
height of roughness elements (m)
terrain roughness class
surface admittance (Jm-2s-1/2K-1)
surface albedo
anthropogenic heat output (Wm-2)
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as some elements of the weather phenom-
ena within the city are not yet known 
sufficiently. These interactions can only 
be analyzed properly using detailed and 
long-term measurements, that is the de-
tection and analysis of the long term (sev-
eral years) characteristics of these urban 
thermal patterns is possible only with the 
help of a monitoring network installed in 
appropriate density and representative-
ly. For automatic monitoring network set 
up in the urban canopy layer we can find 
some international – mainly U.S., Japan 
and Taiwan – examples, while in Europe 
there are very few of these and none of 
them are aimed at the detection of pat-
terns of human comfort conditions. In 
London a network began to build from 
1999 on with temperature sensors locat-
ed from the centre in different directions 
radially (Watkins et al., 2002), while in 
Florence there are a system with temper-
ature-humidity sensors operating since 
2004 whose elements observe the thermal 
features of the city’s various built-up dis-
tricts (Petralli et al., 2013). The most com-
plex network (met. stations + sensors) so 
far started up in 2011 in Birmingham. Its 
development is now in progress and its 
elements are installed in the downtown 
area more densely while in the outskirts 
less (HiTEmp Project, 2014).
Because of the complexity of the urban 
terrain the monitoring of the representa-
tive intra-urban thermal features is a diffi-
cult task (Oke, 2004). The locations of the 
sites of an urban station network within 
the city and thus the question about its 
appropriate configuration raises an es-
sential problem. This problem is related to 
the relationship between the intra-urban 
built and land cover LCZ types and the 
locations of the network sites. Two situa-
tions arise:
1. In the case of an already existing net-
work (e.g. Schroeder et al., 2010) it may 
be required to characterize the rela-
tively wider environment around the 
measuring sites, namely what type of 
urban area (LCZ) surrounds a given 
station and whether it can be clearly 
determined. In other words, how rep-
resentative is the location of a station 
regarding a specific, clearly defined 
LCZ type in an urban environment?
2. In the case of a planned station net-
work (e.g. Unger et al., 2011) the most 
important questions are what built and 
land cover LCZ types can be distin-
guished in a given urban area, how pre-
cisely they can be delimited, how many 
they are, and whether their extension is 
large enough to install a station some-
where in the middle of the area (repre-
senting the thermal conditions of this 
LCZ) while of course taking care to 
minimize the microclimatic effects of 
the immediate environment.
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2.2. Sitting and configuration of a representative urban climate 
(human comfort) monitoring system in Szeged (Hungary)
Szeged is located in the south-eastern part 
of Hungary (46°N, 20°E) at 79 m above 
sea level on a flat terrain with a popula-
tion of 160,000 within an urbanized area 
of about 40 km2. The area is in Köppen’s 
climatic region Cfb with an annual mean 
temperature of 10.4°C and an amount of 
precipitation of 497 mm. 
The study area covers an 11.5 km × 
8.5 km rectangle in and around Szeged. 
Within the framework of the project 23 
stations was set up in Szeged. To these 
data the data series from the stations of 
the Hungarian Meteorological Service 
(HMS) at the road to Baja (global radia-
tion, G and wind speed, u) and at the Uni-
versity of Szeged (station 5-1) (T, RH, G) 
are added. With the already existing sta-
tion 5-1 the whole network consists of 24 
measurement sites.
In order to have a representative urban 
human comfort monitoring network 
seven LCZ areas was delinated: LCZ 
2 – compact mid-rise, LCZ 3 – compact 
low-rise, LCZ 5 – open mid-rise, LCZ 6 
– open low-rise, LCZ 8 – large low-rise 
and LCZ 9 – sparsely built, LCZ D – low 
plants. Based on the LCZ map the siting 
and configuration of 22 stations from the 
above mentioned 24 ones were based on: 
(i) the site’s distance from the border of 
the LCZ zone within which it was locat-
ed; (ii) the ability of the selected network 
geometry to reproduce the spatial distri-
bution of mean temperature surplus pat-
tern estimated by an empirical model; 
 σ Figure 27. Urban monitoring network in Szeged and its surroundings
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(iii) the site’s representativeness of its mi-
croenvironment; and (iv) the site’s suita-
bility for instrument installation. So, in 
summary, two stations (D-1, D-2) rep-
resent the rural area, while the other 22 
stations the different built-up areas of 
the city, respectively.
In the following pages will be present-
ed basic information about each LCZ in 
Szeged and its surroundings. For defined 
LCZ’s are given examples of representa-
tive meteorological stations with photos 
and its locations on map. This leads to the 
better understanding of specific urban 
structure and climate of Szeged area.
Table 8. Basic information about urban meteorological network in Szeged
№
Local Cli-
mate Zones
Station 
ID
City zone Latitude Longitude
Altitude 
(m)
1 LCZ 2 2-1 Belváros 46°15’17.70’’N 20°09’39.95’’E 82
2 LCZ 3 3-1 Belváros 46°15’27.74’’N 20°09’19.77’’E 82
3 LCZ 5 5-1 Belváros 46°15’51.42’’N 20°08’24.81’’E 80
4 LCZ 5 5-2 Makkosház 46°16’29.64’’N 20°09’52.44’’E 79
5 LCZ 5 5-3 Belváros 46°15’51.66’’N 20°09’00.99’’E 83
6 LCZ 5 5-4 Felsőváros 46°16’54.34’’N 20°10’59.35’’E 80
7 LCZ 6 6-1 Kecskés telep 46°14’15.52’’N 20°06’27.71’’E 80
8 LCZ 6 6-2 Klebelsberg telep 46°14’39.99’’N 20°07’52.48’’E 78
9 LCZ 6 6-3 Béketelep 46°17’40.58’’N 20°07’16.10’’E 79
10 LCZ 6 6-4 Móraváros 46°15’53.88’’N 20°08’49.06’’E 80
11 LCZ 6 6-5 Alsóváros 46°14’19.05’’N 20°08’06.03’’E 81
12 LCZ 6 6-6 Rókus 46°16’48.33’’N 20°09’45.86’’E 80
13 LCZ 6 6-7 Baktó 46°17’49.00’’N 20°10’02.42’’E 78
14 LCZ 6 6-8 Újszeged 46°15’59.88’’N 20°10’19.76’’E 78
15 LCZ 6 6-9 Újszeged 46°15’32.45’’N 20°11’00.18’’E 78
16 LCZ 6 6-10 Tápé 46°16’39.15’’N 20°11’21.21’’E 79
17 LCZ 8 8-1 Iparváros 46°16’04.09’’N 20°06’13.63’’E 80
18 LCZ 8 8-2 Móraváros 46°16’34.11’’N 20°08’38.05’’E 79
19 LCZ 9 9-1 Móraváros 46°15’52.71’’N 20°07’59.52’’E 79
20 LCZ 9 9-2 Baktói kiskertek 46°17’10.77’’N 20°09’12.62’’E 79
21 LCZ 9 9-3 Újszeged 46°14’40.65’’N 20°10’59.58’’E 78
22 LCZ 9 9-4 Marostői kiskertek 46°14’44.98’’N 20°11’24.34’’E 79
23 LCZ D D-1 Rural Zone 46°15’22.19’’N 20°05’25.23’’E 80
24 LCZ D D-2 Rural Zone 46°17’38.45’’N 20°12’05.98’’E 80
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Compact midrise (LCZ 2) 
is characteristic for city 
downtown (Belváros). One 
urban monitoring station is 
located here (Figure 28).
Example of compact midrise 
(LCZ 2) monitoring station 
location (Figure 29).
Station ID 2-1
LCZ
compact 
midrise
City zone Belváros
Address Bartók square
Latitude 46°15’17.70’’N 
Longitude 20°09’39.95’’E
Elevation 82 m
 σ Figure 28. Compact midrise (LCZ 2) monitoring stations in Szeged
 σ Figure 29. Compact midrise station location in Szeged
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Compact low-rise (LCZ 3)  
is present around the city core 
(N ans SW part of Belváros). 
One urban monitoring station 
is located here (Figure 30).
Example of compact low-
rise (LCZ 3) station location 
(Figure 31).
Station ID 3-1
LCZ
compact  
low-rise
City zone Belváros
Address
Dugonics 
Street
Latitude 46°15’27.74’’N
Longitude 20°09’19.77’’E
Elevation 82 m
 σ Figure 30. Compact low-rise (LCZ 3) monitoring stations in Szeged
 σ Figure 31. Compact low-rise station location in Szeged
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Open midrise (LCZ 5)  
is characteristic for the 
edge of the city core and 
the residential part of the 
city (e.g. Belváros, Újrókus, 
Makkosháza, Északi városrész, 
Tarján, Felsőváros, Odessza). 
Four urban monitoring 
stations are located here 
(Figure 32).
Example of open midrise (LCZ 
5) station location (Figure 33).
Station ID 5-2
LCZ open midrise
City zone Makkosház
Address
Hont Ferenc 
Street
Latitude 46°16’29.64’’N
Longitude 20°9’52.44’’E
Elevation 79 m
 σ Figure 32. Open midrise (LCZ 5) monitoring stations in Szeged
 σ Figure 33. Open midrise station location in Szeged
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Open low-rise (LCZ 6)  
is present on the periphery 
of the city (e.g. Alsóváros, 
Móraváros, Felsőváros, 
Újszeged, Kecskés telep, 
Klebersberg telep, Béketelep, 
Tápé, Baktó, Petőfi telep) Ten 
urban monitoring stations are 
located here (Figure 34).
Example of open low-rise 
(LCZ 6) station location 
(Figure 35).
Station ID 6-8
LCZ open low-rise
City zone Újszeged
Address Déryné Street
Latitude 46°15’59.88’’N
Longitude 20°10’19.76’’E
Elevation 78 m
 σ Figure 34. Open low-rise (LCZ 6) monitoring stations in Szeged
 σ Figure 35. Open low-rise (LCZ 6) station location in Szeged
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Large low-rise (LCZ 8)  
(e.g. Iparváros, Móraváros) 
is located in the Western 
part of the city. Two urban 
monitoring stations are 
located here (Figure 36).
Example of large low-rise 
(LCZ 8) station location 
(Figure 37).
Station ID 8-1
LCZ large low-rise
City zone Iparváros
Address
Dorozsmai 
Street
Latitude 46°16’04.09’’N
Longitude 20°06’13.63’’E
Elevation 80 m
 σ Figure 36. Large low-rise (LCZ 8) monitoring stations in Szeged
 σ Figure 37. Large low-rise (LCZ 8) station location in Szeged
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The city outskirts are 
characterized by sparsely 
built (LCZ 9) (e.g. Móraváros, 
Baktói kiskertek, Marostői 
kiskertek, Újszeged). For 
urban monitoring stations are 
located here (Figure 38).
Example of sparsely built (LCZ 
9) station location (Figure 39).
Station ID 9-2
LCZ sparsely built
City zone Baktói kiskertek
Address Pihenő Street
Latitude 46°17’10.77’’N
Longitude 20°09’12.62’’E
Elevation 79 m
 σ Figure 38. Sparsely built (LCZ 9) monitoring stations in Szeged
 σ Figure 39. Sparsely built (LCZ 9) station location in Szeged
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Two rural stations are located 
west and northeast (LCZ D 
– low plants) from the city 
outskirts (Figure 40).
Example of low plants (LCZ D) 
station location (Figure 41).
Station ID D-1
LCZ low plants
City zone rural area
Address HMS station
Latitude 46°15’22.19’’N
Longitude 20°05’25.23’’E
Elevation 80 m
 σ Figure 40. Low plants (LCZ D) monitoring stations in Szeged
 σ Figure 41. Sparsely built (LCZ 9) station location in Szeged
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2.3. Sitting and configuration of a representative urban climate 
(human comfort) monitoring system in Novi Sad (Serbia)
Novi Sad is located in the northern part 
of the Republic of Serbia and in south-
eastern part of Pannonian Plain. The area 
of the city is characterized by plain re-
lief with elevation from 80 to 86 m and 
its climate is free from orographic effects. 
The Danube River flows by the southern 
and southeastern edge of the city urban 
area. Southern parts of the city urban 
area (Sremska Kamenica and Petrovara-
din) are located on the northern slopes of 
Fruška Gora Mountain (539 m). In Novi 
Sad the annual mean air temperature 
is 11.1°C with an annual range of 22.1°C 
and the precipitation amount is 615 mm 
(based on data from 1949 to 2008). Novi 
Sad is the second largest city in the coun-
try with a population of about 320 000 in 
a built-up area of around 80 km2. 
On the territory of Novi Sad and its 
surrounding 27 stations make urban 
monitoring network (Figure 42). Sta-
tions locations were choosen based on the 
above mentioned parameters and rules. 
There are 25 urban monitoring stations 
in the city of Novi Sad and two rural sta-
tions (located north and northeast from 
the city outskirts). Seven LCZ types were 
defined on the territory of Novi Sad. They 
are as follows: compact midrise, compact 
low-rise, open midrise, open low-rise, 
large low-rise, sparsely built and heavy in-
dustry. Rural stations are located in LCZ’s 
of low plants and dense trees.
 σ Figure 42. Urban monitoring network in Novi Sad and its surroundings
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In the following pages will be present-
ed basic information about each LCZ in 
Novi Sad and its surroundings. For de-
fined LCZ’s are given examples of repre-
sentative monitoring stations with photos 
and its locations on map. This leads to the 
better understanding of specific urban 
structure and climate of Novi Sad area.
Table 9. Basic information about urban monitoring network in Novi Sad
№
Local Cli-
mate Zones
Station 
ID
City zone Latitude Longitude
Altitude 
(m)
1 LCZ 2 2-1 Nova Detelinara 45°15’28.79”N 19°48’53.18”E 77
2 LCZ 2 2-2 Grbavica 45°14’56.85”N 19°50’14.21”E 79
3 LCZ 2 2-3 Podbara 45°15’40.68”N 19°50’55.94”E 78
4 LCZ 3 3-1 Telep 45°14’34.53”N 19°48’22.59”E 76
5 LCZ 3 3-2 Telep 45°14’0.28”N 19°48’35.18”E 79
6 LCZ 5 5-1 Bistrica 45°15’8.16”N 19°47’53.72”E 80
7 LCZ 5 5-2 Sajmište 45°14’59.69”N 19°48’57.67”E 75
8 LCZ 5 5-3 Banatić 45°15’44.93”N 19°49’35.35”E 78
9 LCZ 5 5-4 Liman 3-4 45°14’17.21”N 19°49’57.75”E 81
10 LCZ 5 5-5 Stari Grad 45°15’10.63”N 19°50’50.61”E 80
11 LCZ 5 5-6 Liman 1-2 45°14’32.59”N 19°50’50.49”E 78
12 LCZ 6 6-1 Veternik 45°15’12.58”N 19°45’40.54”E 77
13 LCZ 6 6-2 Sajlovo 45°16’36.60”N 19°46’53.04”E 80
14 LCZ 6 6-3 Adice 45°14’36.45”N 19°46’56.38”E 77
15 LCZ 6 6-4 Adice 45°14’0.99”N 19°47’31.48”E 76
16 LCZ 6 6-5 Slana Bara 45°17’11.88”N 19°49’37.44”E 77
17 LCZ 6 6-6 Klisa 45°17’57.55”N 19°49’34.70”E 78
18 LCZ 6 6-7 Sremska Kamenica 45°13’20.74”N 19°50’43.66”E 119
19 LCZ 6 6-8 Petrovaradin 45°15’5.44”N 19°52’32.21”E 76
20 LCZ 6 6-9 Petrovaradin 45°14’26.17”N 19°52’51.77”E 92
21 LCZ 8 8-1 Industrijska zona jug 45°16’23.94”N 19°49’1.38”E 77
22 LCZ 9 9-1 Adice 45°14’6.52”N 19°46’4.68”E 75
23 LCZ 9 9-2 Gornje Livade 45°17’57.02”N 19°48’41.55”E 79
24 LCZ 9 9-3 Ribnjak 45°14’21.48”N 19°51’59.46”E 127
25 LCZ 10 10-1 Radna zona sever 4 45°16’32.20”N 19°51’58.51”E 75
26 LCZ D D-1 Rural zone  45°23’1.62”N  19°49’55.55”E 79
27 LCZ A A-1 Rural zone  45°17’43.98”N  19°53’9.04”E 76
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Compact midrise (LCZ 2) 
is characteristic for city 
downtown (e.g. Podbara 
and Grbavica) and in new 
residential area (e.g. Nova 
Detelinara). Three urban 
monitoring stations are 
located here (Figure 43).
Example of compact midrise 
(LCZ 2) monitoring station 
location (Figure 44).
Station ID 2-1
LCZ
compact 
midrise
City zone
Nova 
Detelinara
Address
Cankareva 
Street
Latitude 45°15’28.79”N 
Longitude 19°48’53.18”E
Elevation 77 m
 σ Figure 43. Compact midrise (LCZ 2) monitoring stations in Novi Sad
 σ Figure 44. Compact midrise station location in Novi Sad
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Compact low-rise (LCZ 3) 
is present in the western part 
of the city (e.g. Telep). Two 
urban monitoring stations are 
located here (Figure 45).
Example of compact low-
rise (LCZ 3) station location 
(Figure 46).
Station ID 3-1
LCZ
compact  
low-rise
City zone Telep
Address Ilirska Street
Latitude 45°14’34.53”N
Longitude 19°48’22.59”E
Elevation 76 m
 σ Figure 45. Compact low-rise (LCZ 3) monitoring stations in Novi Sad
 σ Figure 46. Compact low-rise station location in Novi Sad
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Open midrise (LCZ 5) 
is characteristic for the 
residential part of the city 
(e.g. Liman 1-4, Bistrica and 
Banatić). Six urban monitoring 
stations are located here 
(Figure 47).
Example of open midrise (LCZ 
5) station location (Figure 48).
Station ID 5-6
LCZ open midrise
City zone Liman 1-2
Address
Narodnog 
Fronta Street
Latitude 45°14’32.59”N
Longitude 19°50’50.49”E
Elevation 78 m
 σ Figure 47. Open midrise (LCZ 5) monitoring stations in Novi Sad
 σ Figure 48. Open midrise station location in Novi Sad
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Open low-rise (LCZ 6) is 
present on the periphery of 
the city (e.g. Adice, Sajlovo, 
Slana Bara, Klisa) and in 
suburban settlements (e.g. 
Veternik, Petrovaradin and 
Sremska Kamenica). Nine 
urban monitoring stations are 
located here (Figure 49).
Example of open low-rise 
(LCZ 6) station location 
(Figure 50).
Station ID 6-4
LCZ open low-rise
City zone Adice
Address
Branka Ćopića 
Street
Latitude 45°14’0.99”N
Longitude 19°47’31.48”E
Elevation 76 m
 σ Figure 49. Open low-rise (LCZ 6) monitoring stations in Novi Sad
 σ Figure 50. Open low-rise (LCZ 6) station location in Novi Sad
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Large low-rise (LCZ 8) 
(e.g. Industrial area-south 
and Industrial area-north) 
is located in the northern 
part of the city. One urban 
monitoring station is located 
here (Figure 51).
Example of large low-rise 
(LCZ 8) station location 
(Figure 52).
Station ID 8-1
LCZ large low-rise
City zone
Industrial zone 
south
Address
Put 
Partizanskog 
novosadskog 
odreda
Latitude 45°16’23.94”N
Longitude 19°49’1.38”E
Elevation 77 m
 σ Figure 51. Large low-rise (LCZ 8) monitoring station in Novi Sad
 σ Figure 52. Large low-rise (LCZ 8) monitoring station location in 
Novi Sad (Industrial area –south)
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The city outskirts are 
characterized by sparsely 
built (LCZ 9) (e.g. Gornje 
Livade, Adice and Ribnjak). 
Three urban monitoring 
stations are located here 
(Figure 53).
Example of sparsely built (LCZ 
9) station location (Figure 54).
Station ID 9-2
LCZ sparsely built
City zone Gornje Livade
Address
Svetlane Vranić 
Street
Latitude 45°17’57.02”N
Longitude 19°48’41.55”E
Elevation 79 m
 σ Figure 53. Sparsely built (LCZ 9) monitoring stations in Novi Sad
 σ Figure 54. Sparsely built (LCZ 9) monitoring station location in Novi Sad
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Heavy industry (LCZ 10) 
(Oil refinery) is located in the 
northern part of the city. One 
urban monitoring station is 
located here (Figure 55).
Example of large heavy 
industry (LCZ 10) station 
location (Figure 56).
Station ID 10-1
LCZ heavy industry
City zone
Radna zona 
sever 4
Address
Put Šajkaškog 
odreda
Latitude 45°16’32.20”N
Longitude 19°51’58.51”E
Elevation 75 m σ Figure 55. Heavy industry (LCZ 10) monitoring station in Novi Sad
 σ Figure 56. Heavy industry (LCZ 10) monitoring station location in 
Novi Sad (Oil refinery)
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Two rural stations are located 
north (LCZ D – low plants) 
and northeast (LCZ A – dense 
trees) from the city outskirts 
(Figures 57 and 58).
Example of low plants (LCZ D) 
station location (Figure 57).
Station ID D-1
LCZ low plants
City zone
9 km north 
from the city 
outskirts
Address
Aeroclub  
“Novi Sad”
Latitude 45°23’1.62”N
Longitude 19°49’55.55”E
Elevation 79 m
Example of dense trees (LCZ 
A) station location (Figure 58).
Station ID A-1
LCZ dense trees
City zone
3 km northeast 
from the city 
outskirts
Address
Institute 
of Lowland 
Forestry and 
Environment
Latitude 45°17’43.98”N
Longitude 19°53’9.04”E
Elevation 76 m
 σ Figure 57. Low plants (LCZ D) monitoring station north from  
Novi Sad
 σ Figure 58. Dense trees (LCZ A) monitoring station northeast from 
Novi Sad
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The spatial distribution of the annual mean urban heat island (UHI) intensity pattern was analysed for the medium-sized city
Novi Sad, Serbia, located on the low and flat Great Hungarian Plain. The UHI pattern was determined by an empirical modelling
method developed by (Bala´zs et al. 2009). This method was based on datasets from urban areas of Szeged and Debrecen (Hungary).
The urban study area in Novi Sad (60 km2) was established as a grid network of 240 cells (0.5 km× 0.5 km). A Landsat satellite
image (from June 2006) was used in order to evaluate normalized diﬀerence vegetation index and built-up ratio by cells. The
pattern of the obtained UHI intensity values show concentric-like shapes when drawn as isotherms, mostly increase from the
suburbs towards the inner urban areas. Results of this thermal pattern and determination of one of the local climate classification
systems were used for recommending 10 locations for representative stations of an urban climate network in Novi Sad.
1. Introduction
In the second part of the 20th century, urbanization acceler-
ated and reached enormous magnitude. The growth rate of
the Earth’s urban population is greater than that of the total
population; therefore, more and more people live in urban-
ized regions. Nowadays, about half of the human population
is aﬀected by the burdens of urban environments: envi-
ronmental pollution, noise, stress of the accelerated life-style,
and last but not least the modified parameters of the urban
atmosphere compared to the natural environment. This
makes studies dealing with the urban impact on climate par-
ticularly important.
Not only the large cities but also the smaller ones modify
materials, structure, and energy balance of the surface and
almost all properties of the urban atmospheric environment
compared to the natural surroundings. Thus, owing to the
artificial factors, a local climate (urban climate) develops
which means a modification to the preurban situation. This
climate is a result of the construction of buildings as well as
by the emission of heat, moisture, and pollution related to
human activities.
According to Oke [1], two layers can be distinguished in
the urban atmosphere. The first one is the urban canopy layer
(UCL) containing air between the urban roughness elements
(mainly buildings). It is a microscale concept, and its climate
is dominated geographical factors and modified by the na-
ture of the immediate surroundings. The upper boundary
of the UCL is at about roof level. The second layer is the
urban boundary layer (UBL) which is situated directly above
the first layer. This is a local or mesoscale concept whose
characteristics are governed by the nature of the whole urban
area.
In the course of urban climate development, the near-
surface air or (UCL) temperature shows the most obvious
modification compared to the rural area [2]. This urban
warming is commonly referred to as the urban heat island
(UHI), and it is a good example of inadvertent climatic
change. We note that all temperatures referred to this study
are in the UCL at 1.5–2 metres above ground level.
It is anticipated that continuous, quality-assured obser-
vations provide new research opportunities focused on the
spatial and temporal variability in UHI patterns. In order to
acquire long-term data as a basis for studies, measurements
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in a network established in the city are needed. Selecting the
exact sites of the individual stations to ensure the representa-
tiveness of the thermal conditions across a wider area in the
complex urban environment is a diﬃcult problem [3]. The-
oretically, this representativeness can only be assessed in the
context of its micro-, and local-scale properties of surface
geometry (sky view factor, height-to-width ratios, and aero-
dynamical roughness length), cover (percentage of built ma-
terial, albedo, and thermal admittance), and artificial heat
(space heating/cooling and traﬃc density) [4]. If the aim is to
monitor local climate attributable to an urban area, it makes
sense to avoid locations with extreme microclimatic influ-
ences or nonurban local climatic phenomena that may com-
plicate the urban record.
Methodologically, determination of the temperature in-
creasing eﬀect of an urban area means the calculation of dif-
ference between the temperature values measured at repre-
sentative “rural” and “urban” sites. In order to classify these
sites, several classification systems exists [3, 5–7], and these
classify the terrain into diﬀerent areas called for example,
Urban Climate Zones [3] or Local Climate Zones (LCZ) [5].
LCZs are defined by Stewart [6] as regions of relatively uni-
form surface-air temperature distribution across horizontal
scales of 102 to 104 metres. The LCZ system is currently under
development by Stewart and Oke, and thus, the version used
in this paper is a prototype, as given in [7], and consists of 16
zones in urban, rural, and transitional areas.
Given the above-mentioned requirements for siting an
urban climate network, two initial steps can be regarded as
highly useful:
(1) (a) conducting some preliminary mobile spatial sur-
veys traversed through areas of interest to see where
are the areas of thermal anomaly of interest or (b)
modelling the general thermal patterns by applying
the obtained results from other cities with similar en-
vironmental conditions and built-up structures,
(2) mapping of some type of climate zone classifications
(e.g., LCZ system in [7]) within the urban area of
the city. The importance of this kind of classification
lays not in the absolute accuracy of a given type to
describe the site but in its ability to classify areas of
a settlement with similar capacities of modifying the
local climate [2]. Such classification is crucial when
setting up an urban station to ensure that spatial
homogeneity criteria aremet for a station in the UCL.
The climate zone classification systems were not origi-
nally designed for mapping, it was designed to classify and
standardize urban heat island observation sites, whether ur-
ban or rural, fixed or mobile. If the aim is to establish a new
urban station network, the mapping seems to be a good ap-
plication of the system for delineating the approximate sites
of the stations representing a wider urban area.
The main objectives of this study are:
(a) to determine the built-up density distribution and
the mean pattern of nocturnal urban canopy layer
UHI intensity in the city of Novi Sad, Serbia using
a model developed by [8],
(b) to map the climate zones using the LCZ system in [7]
in the studied urban area,
(c) to determine the possible sites of the stations of a
planned urban climate network in Novi Sad based on
the obtained UHI pattern in (a) and the map of the
climate zone classification in (b). The three existing
stations (one in urban and two in rural zones) would
be expanded with the recommended urban station
network providing high-time frequency data of main
climate parameters (air temperature and humidity,
global radiation, and precipitation). The main pur-
poses of this combined network are (i) to monitor
the seasonal and diurnal patterns of the urban heat
island in the UCL of Novi Sad and (ii) to determine
areas inside the city being less stressful for the citizens
during the more and more frequent heat waves using
thermal comfort indices.
2. Study Area
Novi Sad is located in the northern part of Serbia (Vojvodina
Province), that is, on the southern part of the Great Hun-
garian Plain (45◦15�N, 19◦50�E) (Figure 1). The investigated
area is plain (mostly from 80 to 86m a.s.l.) on Holocene
sediments with a gentle relief, so generally, the climate is
free from orographic eﬀects. The river Danube passes on the
southern and eastern edge of the urban area, and its width
varies from 260 to 680 meters. The relatively narrow DTD
channel (Danube-Tisza-Danube) passes through the north-
ern part of the city and its climatic influence is probably
negligible. South of the Novi Sad urban area, the northern
slopes of Frusˇka Gora Mountains are located (the highest
peak is 538m a.s.l.) which descend steeply towards the
Danube.
According to Ko¨ppen-Geiger climate classification, the
region around Novi Sad is categorised as Cf climate (temper-
ate warm climate with a rather uniform annual distribution
of precipitation) [10, 11]. In Novi Sad, the annual mean air
temperature is 11.1◦C with an annual range of 22.1◦C. The
mean annual precipitation amount is 615mm (based on data
from 1949 to 2008). Szeged and Debrecen in Hungary, whose
UHI and surface cover data were used for the development of
the applied statistical method [8], are also in climate region
Cf [11].
Novi Sad is the second largest city in Serbia (and in
the mentioned geographical region) and has a population of
285,756 inhabitants (data from 2009) in a built-up area of ap-
proximately 60 km2.
The recent city structure and the main buildings in the
inner parts of these cities (Novi Sad, Szeged, and Debrecen)
were developed at around the turn of the 20th century, and
until the end of the World War 1, these cities belonged to the
same country (Hungary). After this time, the development
of the settlements in this region was almost parallel. After
the Second World War, in both countries there were social
regimes with similar urbanization policy and architecture
(from 1945 until nineties). Therefore, these cities in Hungary
and Serbia have very similar urban structure.
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Figure 1: Locations of Novi Sad and the investigated cities in [8]
with the relief map [9] of the Great Hungarian Plain and country
borders (dashed lines).
Novi Sad has a densely built central area with medium-
wide streets and avenue-boulevard roads network connect-
ing diﬀerent areas of the city. Around the city’s central part,
there are areas occupied by tall apartment buildings (mostly
from 4 to 8 stories and with few examples with more than 10
stories) set in wide green space and detached houses (in most
cases with 1 story). In the northern part, Novi Sad also con-
tains zones used for industry and warehousing (flat and hor-
izontal buildings, not higher than 10m, i.e., 3 stories), and
open space along the banks of the Danube, in parks, and
around the city’s outskirts.
In and around Novi Sad, four meteorological stations
have been established in the last 60 years. The main mete-
orological station Rimski Sˇancˇevi (network of Republic Hy-
drometeorological Sevice) is situated in rural area (45◦19�N,
19◦49�E, 84m a.s.l.), 1.9 km from the northern outskirts
of the city and in 7.5 km distance from downtown (E1 in
Figure 7(a)). The meteorological station was established in
1949, and up to now, it provides an undisturbed time series
longer than 60 years. The Petrovaradin meteorological sta-
tion was established in themiddle of 20th century, and obser-
vations were taken in the period between 1956 and 1992. The
station was situated in the southeastern part of the urban area
at the Petrovaradin fortress (45◦15�N, 19◦52�E, 132m a.s.l.)
between compact lowrise apartment buildings and green
space outskirts. Two automatic weather stations (AWS) were
set up in 2009. The first AWS is situated at the Petrovaradin
fortress (E2 in Figure 7(a)) and replaces of the closed Petro-
varadin meteorological station, and the second one is situ-
ated in the rural zone (village Kac´) approximately 9 km from
Novi Sad downtown (E3 in Figure 7(a)). All mentioned sta-
tions measure or measured parameters like air temperature,
precipitation, air humidity, winds, air pressure and various
indices.
3. Previous UHI Investigations in Novi Sad
So far, a small number of papers have been published consid-
ering UHI investigations in Novi Sad. The first publication is
theoretically based that is, it presents all parameters, methods
and measurements which have to be used in order to work
on UHI research of Novi Sad [12]. The next studies analyzed
temperature values based on 30–40 year long time series
(until 1990) [13, 14]. These studies used one rural (Rimski
Sˇancˇevi) and one urban (Petrovaradin fortress) stations (see
Figure 7). As the results showed, there are increasing trends
of mean, maximum, and minimum temperatures at Petrova-
radin, and in most cases, these trends are higher than trends
at Rimski Sˇancˇevi. Based on meteorological parameters and
the structure of urban area, Popov and Savic´ [15] showed the
necessity of defining locations of an urban climate network
in order to advance further UHI research in Novi Sad.
4. Method for Modelling theMean UHI Pattern
in Novi Sad
The applied method for the determination of the suspected
spatial structure of the mean annual UHI intensity in Novi
Sad is based on the study of Bala´zs et al. [8]. The main ad-
vantage of this regression method was to predict the spatial
distribution of the annual mean UHI using just a few input
parameters which can be determined in a simple way (remote
sensing) without having detailed local information about the
city. In this section, a short description is given on the UHI
modelling in general and also on the used method (for more
details, see Bala´zs et al. [8]).
4.1. Modelling the UHI Patterns. According to Oke [16] and
Svensson et al. [17], three types of models can be applied for
climate related research in urban environments: numerical,
physical, and empirically based models. The advantage of the
empirical models is that they are based on observed statistical
properties, but their disadvantage is that they are often re-
stricted to a specific location. Among the empirical models,
statistical approaches are the most common methods to re-
veal relationships between the canopy layer UHI intensity
and the meteorological as well as other physical parameters
(including variables describing surface properties) which in-
fluence its formation. Thus, these models may provide useful
quantitative information on the roles of the above-mention-
ed parameters in the development and spatial distribution of
the UHI (e.g., [18–21]).
The spatial distribution of ΔT (UHI intensity) exhibits
seasonal and diurnal variations as a result of meteorological
and urban characteristics and location [2]. Simplifying the
factors of a location (topography, water bodies) to a flat area
and considering the annual mean UHI, its form and size are
mainly a result of the urban factors [22, 23]. There are sev-
eral studies which simulate ΔT using partly or entirely urban
surface features as independent variables (e.g., [24–28]).
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It has to be mentioned that the weakness of most of these
studies is the lack of validation.
As detailed collection of urban data is complicated and
requires significant technical investment, satellite images of
settlements situated on a plain (no orographical influence)
can serve as a tool to estimate the mean UHI intensity, be-
cause some parameters (e.g., covered or built-up surfaces)
of the artificial urban environment can be easily determined
through the evaluation of these images.
Experiments to model the spatial distribution of canopy
layer ΔT for relatively large (several dozens of km2 or more)
urban areas are rather scarce. Some of them are listed in
chronological order as follows: a numerical model for a
140 km2 area of Christchurch, New Zealand [29], empirical
models for a ∼120 km2 area of Ło´dz´, Poland [30], for a ∼
700 km2 area of Go¨teborg and its wide surroundings [17], for
a ∼30 km2 area of Szeged, Hungary [31], and for a ∼30 km2
area of Debrecen, Hungary [32], and a numerical model for
a ∼400 km2 area of Rome, Italy [33].
The empirical modelling study of Bala´zs et al. [8] dealt
with UHI patterns of cities located in a rather homogeneous
region therefore, it is more region than site specific. As we
used their method, we give a short description of it. Datasets
from Szeged (population 165 000) andDebrecen (population
204 000) situated on the Great Hungarian Plain in Hungary
(Figure 1) were used to construct their empirical model.
The measurements and modelling focused on the urbanized
areas, about 30 km2 for both cities. According to the original
project plan, the annual mean UHI patterns of fifteen cities
with diﬀerent sizes and population, situated on the Great
Hungarian Plain, were to be modelled using the obtained
empirical model regardless of the existing country borders.
As examples, Bala´zs et al. [8] presented modelled UHI pat-
terns of only four of these cities.
4.2. Dependent Variable: UHI Intensity. For the information
on the UHI intensity and its pattern (as dependent variable),
temperature data were collected by mobile measurements in
the urban areas of Szeged and Debrecen, which were divided
into 0.5 km × 0.5 km grid cells. The study areas consisted
of 107 cells (25.75 km2) in Szeged and 105 cells (26 km2) in
Debrecen and covered the inner and suburban parts of the
cities. One rural cell in both cities was used as a reference area
for the comparison of temperature data. These cells are locat-
ed outside of the cities, and their areas are agricultural fields
with cereals and corn, that is, both cells belong to the LCZ
“Low plant cover” [7], so they can be characterized as rural.
The required data were collected by cars on assigned
routes, in a one-year period between April, 2002 and March,
2003. The survey routes passed through all cells but not al-
ways through the centre of them, since they were constricted
by the road network. As the temperature does not vary ab-
ruptly within short distances, the obtained values can be re-
garded as repsentative ones for the cells. This type of mobile
measurement is widespread in observing urban climate pa-
rameters (e.g., [34, 35]). The measurements took place at
a frequency of about 10 days simultaneously, altogether 35
times in both cities. They were carried out under all kinds of
B0 B1 B2
Figure 2: Cells which take part in the calculation of B0, B1, and B2
surface parameters.
weather conditions except rain. Based on experiences from
previous studies, data collection took place at around the ex-
pected time of the daily maximum development of the UHI,
which is 4 hours after sunset (e.g., [36, 37]). The UHI intensi-
ty (ΔT) by cells is defined as follows [19]:
ΔT = Tcell − Tcell(R), (1)
where Tcell= temperature of an urban cell and Tcell(R) = tem-
perature of the rural cell. Annual mean ΔTs were determined
by averaging the ΔT values of the 35 measurements by cells.
4.3. Independent Variables. As independent variables for esti-
mating the UHI field, 2D urban surface cover data and the
distance from the city boundary were determined for each el-
ement of the 0.5 km × 0.5 km mesh in the study areas in
Szeged and Debrecen.
The artificially covered surface ratio (streets, pavements,
parking lots, roofs, etc.), or built-up ratio (B0), horizontally
characterizes the surface of a settlement. This parameter was
determined for each cell using GIS (geographical informa-
tion system) methods combined with the remote sensing
analysis of Landsat satellite images [19]. The satellite images
were taken in 2000, so they provide accurate data on the
built-up conditions in the time of temperature measure-
ments (2002-2003). Normalised diﬀerence vegetation index
(NDVI) was calculated from the pixel values [38, 39], then
the ratio of water, built-up, and vegetation surfaces in each
cell were determined with this index by cells.
It is also important to consider the surface conditions
around the cells, because the wider surroundings can influ-
ence the temperature of a given cell. In order to take the eﬀect
of the surroundings into account, a set of derived variables
(average built-up ratio of concentric areal extensions around
the cells, B1, B2) were constructed (Figure 2). The distinction
of urban and rural cells based on an arbitrary but low value
of B0. If B0 < 5%, then the cell is considered rural, otherwise
urban. This threshold ensures that cells defined as rural
correspond with landscapes of cropped fields and few roads
or buildings. The obtained zones of surface variables cover
the entire study areas and their 1.5 km wide extensions in the
investigated settlements. These extensions are needed in the
calculations of B1 and B2 parameters for cells near the edges
of study areas.
The distance (from the city centre or from the boundary)
can be regarded as a parameter that characterizes the location
of a place inside the city. That is, considering the areas with
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Figure 3: Examples for the determination of the distance (D)
(built-up ratios are in %).
the same building structure and design in the suburbs and in
the centre, a reduced ΔT can be experienced in the suburbs
compared to that in the centre. Now, the distance from the
city boundary (D in m) is considered. This D is defined as
the distance between a given cell inside the study area and the
nearest cell with a built-up ratio of less than 5% outside the
study area (Figure 3).
In order to take into account the integrated aﬀects of dis-
tance (D) and the above-mentioned surface parameters (B0,
B1, and B2) in the formation of UHI, some new combined
urban parameters were constructed (marked by apostrophes:
B0
�, B1�, and B2�). Based on the work of Fortuniak [20], dis-
tance is considered as lnD. So, the combined parameters are
generated by multiplying (or weighing) the surface parame-
ters by the logarithmic distance by cells:
(i) parameter B0
� = B0 · lnD,
(ii) parameter B1
� = B1 · lnD,
(iii) parameter B2
� = B2 · lnD.
4.4. Construction of the Multiple-Parameter Models. The rela-
tionship between the obtained combined urban surface para-
meters and the annual mean UHI intensity were determined
to construct a general multiple-parameter model based on
data from Szeged and Debrecen which can be used for the
estimation of mean ΔT patterns in other settlements situated
on a plain. The elements of the model are the following:
(i) ΔT , as variable parameter (◦C),
(ii) B0
�, B1�, B2�, as invariable parameters.
A stepwise multiple regression analysis was done with
SPSS 11 software in order to compute the model equation
[40]. The equation takes the following form:
ΔT = 0.001032 · B0� + 0.002455 · B1� + 0.002629 · B2 �.
(2)
Table 1: Validity intervals of the basic parameters for the obtained
model based on the datasets of Bala´zs et al. [8].
Parameter Min Max
B0 (%) 0 85.5
B1 (%) 0.1 63.1
B2 (%) 8.1 49.7
D (m) 0< 3162
Based on the ranges of the applied datasets from Szeged
and Debrecen, the obtained model equation can be regarded
as strictly valid in the parameter intervals presented in
(Table 1). The equation has no constant; therefore, if the in-
variable parameters are equal to zero, the equation gives an
UHI intensity of zero. It is in line with the experience that the
unbuilt or barely built areas do not generate any temperature
excess.
In order to properly test the obtained model equation,
temperature datasets from three settlements having similar
environmental conditions but being independent from those
of Szeged and Debrecen were used. As a result, there was
good correspondence between the measured values and the
estimated ones by the model [8].
This general model was extended to other, diﬀerent-sized
settlements (Karcag, Kecskeme´t, Be´ke´scsaba, and Arad),
where the environment, like topography and climate, is simi-
lar to that of Szeged and Debrecen without taking country
borders into account. As mentioned earlier, only certain
Landsat satellite images of the settlements are necessary, from
which the built-up ratio and its areal extensions (weighing
with the log-distance from the city border) can be determin-
ed as independent variables for this purpose. The standard
Kriging method and linear variogrammodel of Surfer 8 soft-
ware were used to interpolate the temperature values by cells
and for the spatial tracing of the isotherms [41, 42]). For the
obtained UHI pattern, Bala´zs et al. [8], see Figures 8–11.
The obtained model equation can be considered appli-
cable and appropriate for other cities of diﬀerent size if the
invariable parameter values of the study areas are within the
intervals given in Table 1. Now, we apply the model to the
city of Novi Sad (Serbia) situated at the edge of the Great
Hungarian Plain not far (115 km) from Szeged (Figure 1).
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Patterns of Built-Up Ratio andModelledMean UHI Inten-
sity in the Study Area. According to the methods described in
Section 4, first, a grid network (500 × 500m) was established
which contains the study area (240 cells) and its 1.5 km wide
extension in and around Novi Sad. It covers the main urban
areas of the city without the satellite settlements around it
(Figure 4). The UTM coordinates of the NW and SE corners
of the rectangle containing the grid network are 34T 400500
5019000 and 34T 415000 5000500, respectively.
A Landsat satellite image taken at June 26, 2006 [43] was
used for the evaluation of NDVI and then of built-up ratio
(B0) by cells. The built-up ratio inside the study area ranges
from values near 0% to values over 90% because of the River
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Figure 4: Grid network of the study area with its 1.5 kmwide exten-
sion in Novi Sad: (a) main roads, (b) rural areas, (c) urban areas, (d)
water bodies, (e) border of the study area, (f) cell border in the study
area and in its extension, and (g) border of the rectangle containing
the grid network.
Danube and the densely built-up city centre (Figure 5). Large
density can be found in the central part of the study area
(about 30 cells) with the highest B values in its eastern areas
near the Danube (in 10 neighbouring cells). More local built-
up maxima are located in the western, northern, north-east-
ern and eastern, parts of the study area.
Based on the B0 values, the other two built-up parameters
B1 and B2, as well as the distance parameter D, were deter-
mined for each of the 240 cells of the study area. In order
to model the annual mean UHI intensity values by cells, the
combinations of these parameters (B0
�, B1�, B2�) were cal-
culated and then substituted into (2). As mentioned in
Section 4, the development of the empirical model was based
on the dataset of Szeged and Debrecen, so the largest B0 val-
ues in Novi Sad slightly exceed the base data (see Table 1).
This means a slight extrapolation of the model for certain
cells (less than 10% of the cells) therefore, the obtained ΔT
values in these cases should be treated cautiously. However,
we are sure that the structure of the obtained ΔT field cer-
tainly reflects the main characteristic of the pattern of the
UHI in Novi Sad (Figure 5).
As the predictors (B0
�, B1�, B2�) of the model based
primarily on the built-up ratio of the cells (B0), already this
measure itself has a significant influence on the spatial pat-
tern of the mean UHI intensity (Figure 5): the ΔT values fol-
low the change in the built-up values. In detail, the main
feature of this pattern in the central study area is that the iso-
therms show concentric-like shapes with values increasing
from the suburbs towards the inner urban areas with a high-
estΔT(>4◦C) in the densely built-up centre. Deviations from
this concentric-like shape occur in the western, northern
and north-eastern parts where the isotherm of 2◦C stretches
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Figure 5: Spatial distribution of the built-up ratio (%) and the
modelled annual mean UHI intensity (◦C) in the study area of Novi
Sad.
towards the outskirts. In addition, three island-like local
maxima appear in the northern, north-eastern and eastern
parts of the study area with values over 3◦C, 2.5◦C and 2◦C,
respectively. The largest area with very low ΔT values, owing
to the influence of the River Danube, can be found in the
south-eastern part of the study area.
For the evaluation of the model estimation a comparison
have been made using the dataset of Rimski Sˇancˇevi (rural)
and Petrovaradin (urban) stations (1956–1992) (Figure 7).
In this period, the observations were taken three times a
day (07, 14 and 21 according to Central European Time),
and the dataset contains the observed temperatures and daily
maximum, minimum, average temperatures. Since there
were not night time measurements, the daily minimum tem-
perature data was used for the comparison. The diﬀerence of
the twomeasured dailyminimum temperature were calculat-
ed for each day of the mentioned 37 years. The average of
these diﬀerences (ΔTmin) can be considered as an approxi-
mate value of the annual mean urban heat island intensity
(ΔT) [44]. The ΔT value for Petrovaradin calculated by
the statistical model is 1.66◦C and the measured (ΔTmin) is
1.8◦C. This insignificant diﬀerence proves that the accuracy
of the model estimation meets the requirements of the aim
of this study.
5.2. Mapping of LCZs in the Study Area. The identification of
climate zones in Novi Sad was based on information extract-
ed from Google Maps [44], on guidance given by [7], and
on the personal experiences of the second author (Figure 6).
Since in Central-European urban areas the LCZ classes of
compact highrise, open-set highrise and lightweight lowrise are
missing, only the pattern of the remaining classes typical for
this region were taken into account.
5.3. Recommendation for Station Sites of an Urban Climate
Network. The planning of the possible sites of the stations
of an urban climate network in Novi Sad is based on the
structural features of the obtained UHI intensity pattern
(Figure 5) and on the LCZ map (Figure 6). While searching
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Figure 6: Spatial distribution of urban Local Climate Zones (based
on [7]) occurring in the study area of Novi Sad.
for the appropriate (representative) locations, two criteria
were considered:
(1) the stations should be located at around the high and
low ΔT areas, as well as at around the areas of the lo-
cal maxima and stretches assumed by the modelled
UHI pattern,
(2) homogeneous LCZ areas a few hundred metres wide
should be around the sites.
According to previous criteria, ten representative station
locations in the urban area of Novi Sad have been detect-
ed (Figure 7(a)). The locations represent the diﬀerent neigh-
bourhoods of the city, from the densely built-up area with
medium narrow streets to the almost natural outskirts. The
location numbered 1 is placed into the city’s downtown
with compact midrise landscape. The next three locations
are situated in open-set midrise zones, with open natural
surroundings among >3 stories tall buildings. Locations 5
and 6 characterise compact lowrise areas with tall buildings
<3 stories and separeted by narrow streets, whereas locations
7 and 8 are in open-set lowrise zones, mostly with detached
buildings separated by natural surfaces. The last two stations
(9 and 10) are situated in industrial and warehouses zones
(high-energy industrial and extensive lowrise). Also, it is
important to mention that the two existing stations in the
rural and in the urban (open-set midrise) area respectively
(see Section 2), can be utilized to be a part of recommended
urban climate network (Figure 7(a)). Furthermore, all sta-
tions would be set up at representative urban sites, according
to scientific guidance [3, 45] (Figure 7(b)).
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Figure 7: Satellite image of the study area in Novi Sad [45] with the
existing stations and the recommended sites of a 10-station urban
climate network (a) and the immediate surroundings (diameter—
400m) of these sites (b) (E1—Rimski Sˇancˇevi, E2—Petrovaradin,
E3—Kac´).
6. Conclusions
According to the analysis of the urban heat island pattern in
Novi Sad (Serbia), the main conclusions of this study are as
follows.
(1) Urban area of Novi Sad with its more than 280,000
inhabitants is located in a rather homogeneously relieved
region in the Great Hungarian Plain. Therefore, research of
UHI pattern can be based on empirical modelling study of
Bala´zs et al. [8], where datasets from Szeged and Debrecen
(Hungary) were used to construct an empirical model. The
study area has been divided into a 0.5 km× 0.5 kmmesh (240
cells) and has an extension of 1.5 km in and aroundNovi Sad.
(2) Evaluation of NDVI and built-up ratio values by
cells varies from 0% in and around the Danube to over
90% in densely built-up downtown. Also, western, northern,
north-eastern and eastern parts of Novi Sad’s urban area
are characterised as maximally built-up. These densely built-
up area has a significant influence on the spatial pattern of
the mean UHI intensity. The isotherms show concentric-like
shapes with highest ΔT (>4◦C) in the densely built-up centre
and decrease towards the outskirts. A few local temperature
islands (from 2◦C to 3◦C) occurred in the suburbs with
intensive built-up areas.
(3) Analysis of UHI intensity and some type of climate
zone classifications (e.g., LCZs in [7]) is very important in
order to detect sites which can be suggested for the stations of
an urban climate network in Novi Sad. According to defined
criteria, a representative 10-station network in the urban
area has been determined in order to prepare further UHI
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research, that is, to monitor and provide measurement data
of the urban heat island in the UCL of Novi Sad city, and to
determine areas inside the city being less stressful for the citi-
zens during heat waves using thermal comfort indices. The
locations represent the complete range of the city’s neigh-
bourhoods, reaching from the densely built-up area with
medium narrow streets to the almost natural outskirts. The
result of this study is point out that the estimated mean UHI
pattern and the distribution of some type of climate zone
classifications in a city provide useful information in order to
give recommendation on the possible sites of an urban UHI
measurement network.
(4) The presented empirical model can be regarded as
a useful tool for estimating the mean heat island patterns
for small, Central European cities (typically of little vertical
development) situated on a plain cities in the humid-conti-
nental climate type.
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Local Climate Zone mapping using GIS methods in Szeged 
János UNGER1, Enikő LELOVICS1 ad Tmás GÁL1
Abstract
Owg t athrpgec actvty, lcal clate develp  the area f bult-up ze. The 
charactertc f bult-up ze ca be quat ed by dﬀ eret ethd. Oe f the ethd 
 the Lcal Clate Ze (LCZ) cla cat yte whch decrbe the phycal cd-
t f a lcal-cale evret f a eaurg te fr the vewpt f the geerated 
lcal clate. It  applcable wrldwde uverally ad relatvely ealy baed  bjec-
tve geetrc, radatve ad theral prperte f the urface. The bjectve f th tudy 
are t develp GIS ethd  rder t calculate everal paraeter decrbg the LCZ 
fr ay part f the tudy area ug dﬀ eret databae ad t detfy ad deleate the 
LCZ type whch ccur  ad arud the cty f Szeged (Hugary) ug the develped 
ethd. A a reult, x bult LCZ type were dtguhed ad apped  the tuded 
urba area: “cpact d-re”, “cpact lw-re”, “pe d-re”, “pe lw-re”, 
“large lw-re” ad “parely bult”. The develped ethd ca be ued  ay urba 
area f the eceary put databae are avalable.
Keywords: clate appg, Lcal Clate Ze, urface paraeter, lt area plyg, 
GIS, Szeged
Introduction
Nwaday abut half f the hua ppulat  aﬀ ected by the burde 
f urba evret, therefre tude dealg wth the urba pact  
clate are partcularly prtat. By de t, the urba clate  a l-
cal clate whch  d ed by the teract betwee the bult-up area 
ad the regal clate (WMO, 1983). Ag the paraeter f the urba 
atphere, the ear-urface (cree-heght) ar teperature hw the t 
bvu d cat cpared t the rural area. Urba warg  cly 
referred t a the urba heat lad (UHI) ad t agtude  the UHI te-
1 Departet f Clatlgy ad Ladcape Eclgy, Uverty f Szeged, H-6720 Szeged, 
Arad vértaú tere 1. E-al: uger@ge.u-zeged.hu, lelvc@ge.u-zeged.hu, 
tgal@ge.u-zeged.hu
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ty (Ok, T.R. 1987). Tradtally, UHI tety  terpreted ad calculated 
a the dﬀ erece betwee the teperature value f a cetral urba te ad 
the f a earby rural te.
I the lterature f heat lad, the ter “urba” ad “rural” have 
 gle, bjectve eag a the area arud the eaurg te ca be 
very dﬀ eret. Fr exaple, a “urba” te ca be  a par, cllege grud, 
treet cay, hug etate, etc., whle “rural” te are placed e.g. at arprt, 
farlad,  eld r  the uburb area depedg  the vetgated cte. 
It ae dﬃ  cult t cpare the reult btaed  the dﬀ eret ett leet 
f the wrld (S, I.D. 2011).
T prve the characterzat f the urrudg evret f 
the eaureet te baed  ther ablty t  uece the lcal theral 
ad dyac cdt f the ear-urface atphere, S, I.D. ad 
Ok, T.R. (2012) develped a cla cat yte. Ther Lcal Clate Ze 
(LCZ) yte  baed  the earler wr f A, A.H. (1978), Esn, 
R. (1991), Ok, T.R. (2004), ad S, I.D. ad Ok, T.R. (2009) a well a a 
peral wrldwde urvey f heat lad eaureet te ad ther lcal 
evret (S, I.D. 2011).
The bjectve f th paper are 
t develp GIS ethd  rder t calculate e geetrc, urface 
cver ad radatve paraeter decrbg the LCZ fr ay part f the tudy 
area ug dﬀ eret databae whch are avalable r created fr that purpe, 
t detfy ad deleate the LCZ type whch ccur  ad arud the cty 
f Szeged ug the calculated urface paraeter by the develped ethd.
Short introduction of the LCZ system and the study area
The a purpe f the LCZ yte  t facltate the characterzat f the 
lcal evret arud a teperature eaurg te wth a cree-heght 
er  ter f t ablty t  uece the lcal theral clate. T th ed, 
the uber f type  t t large ad the eparat  baed  bjectve, 
eaurable paraeter. LCZ are de ed a “reg f ufr urface 
cver, tructure, ateral, ad hua actvty that pa hudred f etre 
t everal letre  hrztal cale” (S, I.D. ad Ok, T.R. 2012). 
The patal exte f the ze  lcal becaue a upwd fetch f typcally 
200–500 etre  requred fr the ar at cree-heght t bece fully adjuted 
t the uderlyg, relatvely hgeeu urface (Ok, T.R. 2004). The a 
charactertc f the LCZ type are re ected  ther ae (Table 1). 
LCZ type ca be dtguhed by typcal value rage f eaurable 
phycal prperte whch characterze the urface geetry ad cver, the 
theral, radatve ad athrpgec eergy feature f the urface (Table 2). 
–
–
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The LCZ cla cat yte wa t deged pec cally fr appg but 
t tadardze the cla cat f urba heat lad bervat te, ether 
urba r rural. Neverthele, the patal appg f the urba terra  a 
jut able ue f the yte t detere the area whch are relatvely h-
geeu  urface prperte ad hua actvte.
I the ctext f the ew LCZ cla cat yte, the ter-urba 
UHI tety  t a “urba-rural” teperature dﬀ erece, but a tepera-
ture dﬀ erece betwee the par f LCZ type (S, I.D. et al. 2013). I 
th way, the applcat f the LCZ yte gve a pprtuty t cpare 
the theral react f dﬀ eret area wth a cty ad betwee cte (tra-
urba ad ter-urba cpar) bjectvely. 
Szeged a a tudy area  lcated  the Suth-Eater part f Hugary 
(46°N, 20°E) at 79 etre abve ea level  a  at terra wth a ppulat f 
160,000 wth a urbazed area f abut 40 2. The area   Köppe' cl-
atc reg Cfb  wth a aual ea teperature f 10.4 °C ad a aut 
f yearly precptat f 497 . The tudy area cver a 10  × 8  rec-
tagle  ad arud Szeged (Figure 1).
Table 1. Names and codes of the LCZ types
Bult type Lad cver type
LCZ 1
LCZ 2
LCZ 3
LCZ 4
LCZ 5
LCZ 6
LCZ 7
LCZ 8
LCZ 9
LCZ 10
cpact hgh-re 
cpact d-re 
cpact lw-re 
pe hgh-re 
pe d-re 
pe lw-re 
lghtweght lw-re 
large lw-re 
parely bult 
heavy dutry
LCZ A
LCZ B
LCZ C
LCZ D
LCZ E
LCZ F
LCZ G
dee tree 
catt ered tree 
buh, crub 
lw plat 
bare rc / paved 
bare l / ad 
water
Source: S, I.D. ad Ok, T.R. 2012.
Table 2. Physical properties characterizing the elements of the LCZ system 
Type f prperte
Geetrc, urface cver Theral, radatve, etablc
y vew factr
apect rat
buldg urface fract
pervu urface fract
pervu urface fract
heght f rughe eleet
terra rughe cla
urface adtt ace
urface albed
athrpgec heat utput
Source: S, I.D. ad Ok, T.R. 2012.
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GIS methods developed for LCZ mapping
Parameter calculations for lot area polygons
Ug ur ethd we ca detere eve prperte ut f te lted by 
S, I.D. ad Ok, T.R. (2012) fr ay gve area de the tudy area 
baed  the avalable databae. Fr the tal paraeter, we tt ed 
the aspect ratio ce t ca be clearly calculated ly  the cae f the regular 
treet etwr. The patt er f the surface admitt ance ad the anthropogenic heat 
output were t avalable  the tudy area, ether. 
Durg the deterat prce f the ther eve paraeter the 
bac area f the calculat wa the buldg blc ad the area belgg t 
t (called lt area plyg, Figure 2). 
Fig. 1. Lcat f Szeged  Eurpe (A) ad  Hugary(B) a well a the tudy area  
ad arud Szeged (C)
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The deterat f the buldg blc ftprt ad lt area ply-
g  baed  the 3D buldg databae f Szeged whch cta re 
tha 22,000 dvdual buldg wth buldg heght frat  ESRI 
hape- le frat (Gá, T. ad Un, J. 2009). The calculat prcee, the 
eceary databae ad the utput are hw  Figure 3. 
All f the calculat were carred ut wth elf-develped Frtra al-
grth ad fr the vualzat f the utput, Quatu GIS wa ued. The 
calculat ethd ad the appled databae by paraeter were a fllw:
Sky view factor (SVF): The put wa a SVF databae rgated fr ur 
earler tude (e.g. Gá, T. et al. 2009). Durg the SVF calculat, each buldg 
wa cdered wth  at rf ad the eﬀ ect f the vegetat wa eglected. SVF 
value refer t the treet level ad they are averaged de the plyg.
–
Fig. 2. Exaple f lt area plyg  the tudy area. – a = buldg blc; b = lt area 
plyg; c = pe area wthut buldg
Fig. 3. Flw chart f the autated cla cat ad aggregat f the lt area plyg 
t detere the apprprate ze f LCZ area
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Building surface fraction (BSF): The put wa al the 3D buldg data-
bae. BSF  the rat f the uarzed ftprt area ad the plyg area. 
Pervious surface fraction (PSF): The put wa a bult-up dataet calculated 
fr RapdEye (2012) atellte age ug NDVI dex, a 1:25,000 tpgraphc 
ap, a rad databae ad the Cre Lad Cver (CLC) databae (Boss, M. 
et al. 2000). The RapdEye age (relut f 5.16 ) wa atphercally cr-
rected ad the NDVI wa calculated ug bad 3 ad 5 (Tk, C.J. 1979), ad 
the pt where the NDVI wa belw 0.3 were regarded a a cvered area. The 
CLC dataet wa ued t lcate the agrcultural area a thee area have all 
NDVI (le the cvered area) becaue the aut f plat  eglgble aft er 
harvet. A a ecd crrect, the hape f water bde were dgtzed fr 
the tpgraphc ap becaue  everal cae the water had NDVI value very 
lar t the value f e buldg ateral. A a lat crrect, the rad 
databae wa ued t lcate the aphalt rad  the area becaue  the urba 
cay aphalt rad are uually uder tree cver ad the rad whch dect 
agrcultural area d t appear  CLC dataet. 
Impervious surface fraction (ISF): It  the paved area utde the buld-
g ad t ca be calculated a the reat fr the ttal area, ISF = 1 – (BSF + 
PSF).
Height of roughness elements (HRE): Ug the 3D buldg databae fr 
each area, the buldg heght were averaged weghted wth ther ftprt 
area.
Terrain roughness class (TRC): Fr decrbg the rughe, the Daveprt 
rughe cla cat ethd wa ued (Dno, A.G. et al. 2000). The wde-
pread ethd cpre eght clae f rughe. Larger area were cla ed 
t dﬀ eret rughe clae ug CLC dataet wth the vual terpretat 
f aeral phtgraph, the tpgraphcal ap ad the buldg databae.
Surface albedo (SA): A a put, the atphercally crrected re ectace 
value f the 5 bad RapdEye atellte age were ued. Bradbad albed wa 
calculated a a average f the re ectace value weghted wth the tegral f 
the radat wth the pectral rage f a gve bad (Sks, P.J. et al. 1991; 
Tsmi, M. et al. 2008).
I rder t llutrate the btaed patt er f the calculated paraeter 
wth e exaple, Figure 4. hw the patal patt er f tw paraeter  
the tudy area. Regardg the PSF, the patt er  geerally hgher  the edge f 
the cty ad ear the cty cetre. 
The larget par ad gree area f the cty (e.g. ba f the Tza, the 
freted area alg the crcle da) al appear  the ap. I the cae f HRE, 
t f the value are betwee 10 ad 20 etre  the er part f the cty ad 
ly a few f the (e.g. church, clcal blc, educatal cetre, theatre) are 
hgher tha 30 etre  the Weter de f the Tza. Se blc f  at exceed 
th heght  t Eater de. Faly hue are geerally belw 5 .
–
–
–
–
–
–
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T get e ver cat, the PSF  eld wa cpared t the Eurpea 
l ealg databae publhed by EEA (2009) whch  avalable wth a patal 
relut f 20 etre. The patt er f the tw PSF databae are very lar 
t each ther, bth repreet the tructure f the cty well. The a dﬀ erece 
betwee the  that the EEA databae  le detaled.
Aggregation and generalization of lot area polygons
I le wth the de t f LCZ, the lt area plyg cla ed t the 
ae r lar LCZ clae (Figure 5. A) were erged t ze f hudred 
f etre t everal letre (Figure 5. B). I that cae, we eet the -
u cdt that the cetral pt f a LCZ  at leat 250 etre fr 
the budare f the ze, uch the relatvely hgeeu area cttute 
a area wth a radu f 250 etre r greater. I rder t get LCZ area wth 
apprprate ze, the lt area plyg were aggregated t grup accrdg 
t the fllwg prcedure.
First, the plyg were cla ed eparately. 
(1) Fr the btaed urface paraeter, areal ea r percetage 
value were calculated t repreet the plyg. Seve cre were aged 
t each LCZ categre by plyg accrdg t t  t (Figure 6) t the 
typcal rage gve by S, I.D. ad Ok, T.R. (2012) ad the they were 
uarzed. 
Tw f the bet  tt g LCZ categre were aged t every plyg 
(fr each plyg the bet wa LCZ1 ad the ecd bet wa LCZ2) f ther 
cre were hgh eugh. I the cae f t lw cre t  t t ay LCZ cat-
egre, the plyg wa cdered ucla ed.
Secondly, the lt area plyg were erged accrdg t ther LCZ 
categre ad ther lcat related t each ther. 
(2) If a all plyg wa lcated de ather plyg, the  rt LCZ 
cla f the all plyg wa et t the ae a the uter plyg. 
(3) If all f the eghbur f a plyg (except perhap e f the) 
belged t the ae LCZ cla, the cla f the plyg wa d ed t the 
ae a t eghbur. 
(4) If a plyg dd t have ay eghbur  the ae cla, there 
were tw cae: f there wa a eghbur wth the ae LCZ1 le the plyg’ 
LCZ2 r ae LCZ2 le the plyg’ LCZ1, the LCZ1 f the plyg wa et 
t the ae le t eghbur; f there wa a eghbur wth LCZ1 categry 
lar t the plyg’ LCZ1 categry, the LCZ1 f the plyg wa d ed 
t the LCZ1 f the eghbur. 
I th ctext, ‘larty’ refer t the cdt whe categre 
hare certa prperte. Fr exaple, the “cpact d-re” r LCZ 2 cla 
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 lar t the “cpact hgh-
re” (LCZ 1) ad “cpact lw-
re” (LCZ 3) clae a they be-
lg t the ae dety categry. 
Lewe, the “pe d-re” 
(LCZ 5) cla ca al be regarded 
a lar t LCZ 2 a they hare 
the ae heght categry. 
(5) The LCZ categre f 
the reag uclafed ad 
-aggregated plyg were de-
 ed a the t frequet clae 
f ther eghbur. 
Thirdly, the grup f adjacet plyg wth a gve LCZ categry 
were vetgated accrdg t ther patal exte. 
(6) If the area f a grup cvered at leat e crcle wth a radu f 
250 , t wa regarded a a depedet LCZ area. 
(7) The plyg f grup whch dd t atfy the crter f the 
ze were erged wthut cderg ther prperte f they were adjacet. 
If the btaed grup wa large eugh, the categry f the grup wa et 
t the t frequet categry f t part; therwe t wa jed t e f 
the adjg LCZ area whch had the larget uber f ctactg lt area 
plyg wth t.
Fally, e aual crrect were ade accrdg t aeral ph-
tgraph ad ur lcal wledge f the area becaue f adequate detach-
et f the ze. The t dﬃ  cult ta  the recgt f LCZ 8 (large 
lw-re) fr the urface paraeter. A a  al reult, we btaed everal 
LCZ plyg  ESRI hape- le frat utable t prduce ap r t extract 
patal frat a well.
LCZ map of Szeged
A the tudy area cvered tly the urbazed part f Szeged, we fcued 
 the “bult” LCZ type. Due t the pecularte f the cty, t wa t be 
expected prr t calculat that e “bult” type dd t ccur there, 
aely the hgh-re, lghtweght lw-re ad heavy dutralzed ze 
(LCZ 1, 4, 7 ad 10). 
Aggregatg the lar lt area ug the ethd decrbed 
abve (the reult  hw  Figure 5. B) ad uppleeted by the authr’ 
lcal wledge  the tudy area, a geeralzed LCZ ap wa btaed 
(Figure 7). 
Fig. 6. Fuct f cre aget t a ply-
g accrdg t t urface paraeter value
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Fig. 7. The btaed LCZ ap f Szeged. – LCZ 2 = cpact d-re; LCZ 3 = cpact lw-re; 
LCZ 5 = pe d-re; LCZ 6 = pe lw-re; LCZ 8 = large lw-re; LCZ 9 = parely bult
Table 3. Areal extensions of the delineated LCZ zones 
LCZ ze Nuber f plyg
Suarzed Mea Larget 
area, 2
LCZ 2
LCZ 3
LCZ 5
LCZ 6
LCZ 8
LCZ 9
176
248
796
9,303
798
566
0.63
0.67
4.35
19.63
5.91
15.32
0.63
0.33
1.18
2.80
2.96
1.93
0.63
0.35
1.98
5.22
5.87
5.71
Durg the geeralzat, the utle f the plyg were pl ed, 
e crrect ad uppleet were ade accrdg t aeral phtgraph 
ad ur lcal wledge. Fr exaple, fr ur ethd the t challegg 
ta wa t eparate LCZ 6 (pe lw-re) ad LCZ 8 (large lw-re) becaue 
f ther lar prperte. Water urface were t hadled by ur algrth 
becaue they were lcated utde the lt area plyg fr whch the cal-
culat were appled. Thee urface were dgtzed fr the tpgraphc 
ap ad the area  the edge f the cty wthut buldg databae (ad  
wthut lt area plyg) were al dgtzed. 
A the ap hw, the reag x “bult” type cver the urba-
zed part f Szeged (LCZ 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 ad 9). Ther extet ad the uber f 
cttuet lt area plyg are dﬀ eret (Table 3) ad altgether they cver 
a urba area f 46.50 2  Szeged.
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Conclusions
I th tudy we detered the LCZ type  Szeged whch are repreetatve 
fr the urbazed area f the cty ug eve geetrc, urface cver ad 
radatve prperte fr the te lted by S, I.D. ad Ok, T.R. (2012). 
The value f the prperte were calculated by GIS ethd develped fr 
that purpe ad fr the apprprate cla cat f the elected area, we 
ued al ur lcal wledge abut the dtrct f Szeged. A a reult, x 
bult LCZ type were dtguhed ad apped  the tuded urba area.
The develped ethd culd be ued  ay urba area f the ece-
ary put databae are avalable. The further tep  ur vetgat wll 
be the applcat f the develped ethd  the LCZ appg f Nv Sad 
(Serba) ad the dcu abut the relat f the  dg f th paper t 
the extg wledge  a teratal level. Furtherre, we are gg 
t acqure ad utlze re GIS databae (e.g. EEA Urba Atla) t have a 
eve re detaled decrpt f the urba urface.
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Abstract In this study the infrastructure development and operation of an urban human 
comfort monitoring network and information system in Szeged and the related preliminary 
research results are discussed. The selection of the representative sites of the network is based 
primarily on the pattern of the Local Climate Zones in and around the city. After the 
processing of the incoming data (air temperature and relative humidity, as well as global 
radiation and wind speed) a human comfort index (PET) is calculated from the four 
meteorological parameters with a neural network method (MLP), then the measured and 
calculated parameters interpolated linearly into a regular grid with 500 m resolution. As 
public information maps and graphs about the thermal and human comfort conditions appear 
in 10-minute time steps as a real-time visualisation on the internet. As the preliminary case 
studies show the largest intra-urban thermal differences between the LCZ areas in a two-day 
period occurred in the nocturnal hours reaching even 5ºC in early spring. In the spatial 
distribution of human comfort conditions there are distinct differences in the strength of the 
loading or favourable environmental conditions between the neighbourhoods during the 
daytime. Finally, the utilization possibilities of the results in the future are detailed. 
 
Key words: Local Climate Zones (LCZ), representative measurement sites, monitoring 
network, Psychologically Equivalent Temperature (PET), Multilayer Perceptron, thermal and 
human comfort maps, real-time visualisation, Szeged, Hungary 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Examination taking place in the field of urban environmental changes due to the large number 
of people affected is considered as an important task. The urban environments are specific – 
compared to the natural ones – because of the alteration in land cover and surface geometry 
characteristics as well as the human activity, which may significantly affect the energy and 
water balance of the area leading to local-scale climate modifications in the atmosphere of 
cities. As a result, the so called urban climate develops (e.g. Oke, 1987). The residents are 
affected directly to the alterations taking place in the urban canopy layer (a layer of air 
between the average height of the buildings and the street level). The most significant 
modification is the change in the thermal environment (the urban heat island phenomenon, 
UHI), as well as in the human bioclimatic (thermal comfort) conditions influenced by the 
thermal environment and other weather parameters. 
The importance of the investigation of these issues is supported that in cases of some 
of the already loading or unfavourable weather situations, the city still adheres to these 
effects. For example, at heat wave situations in cities the nocturnal cooling weakens, thus the 
periods characterized by significant physiological load are extended. 
Within larger settlements due to the intra-urban heterogeneity of the physical attributes 
of the surface the thermal modifying effect is also different. It can be assumed that in many 
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respects the interactions between the urban parameters and thermal comfort as well as some 
elements of the weather phenomena within the city are not yet known sufficiently. These 
interactions can only be analyzed properly using detailed and long-term (several years) 
measurements, like detection and analysis of the characteristics of these urban thermal 
patterns. This analysis can be performed with the help of a monitoring network installed 
representatively and in appropriate density. For automatic monitoring network set up in the 
urban canopy layer there can be found some international – mainly U.S., Japan and Taiwan – 
examples, while in Europe there are very few of these and none of them are aimed at the 
detection of patterns of human comfort conditions. A network began to be build from 1999 on 
with temperature sensors located from the centre in different directions radially in London 
(Watkins et al., 2002), while in Florence there is a system with temperature-humidity sensors 
operating since 2004 whose elements observe the thermal features of the city's various built-
up districts (Petralli et al., 2013). The most complex network (utilizing meteorological 
stations and sensors) so far was started up in 2011 in Birmingham. Its development is now in 
progress and its elements are installed at higher density in the downtown area while less 
densely in the outskirts of the city (HiTEmp Project, 2014). 
However obviously it is not a realistic option to establish monitoring stations network 
to all major urban areas, therefore, in the long run the presentation and prediction of the 
prevailing thermal comfort conditions in urban areas only through the proper downscaling of 
weather forecasting models is possible. Development of such a method, however, is only 
possible using representative and high resolution measurement data in space and time, as well 
as parameters characterize the urban surface and geometry in an appropriate manner. The 
forecasting of weather processes in urban areas – at least in the structure and functioning of 
the models used – is similar to the issue of climate change prediction. Because urban areas 
significantly influence the local climate, so in order to estimate the possible outcomes of 
climate change, these areas should be taken into account. At the same time – as the majority 
of the world’s population already lives in cities – if the urban areas are implemented to 
climate models in appropriate manner and they are transposed to the climate models, it will be 
possible to have correct forecasts for these areas in the future. 
 In the present paper we aim to show the principle and the practice of the siting and 
configuration of a representative urban human comfort monitoring system and its data 
processing.  Furthermore to present the preliminary results related to the spatial distribution of 
the intra-urban human comfort conditions and their real-time visualisation as a public 
information and finally, the utilization possibilities of the results in the future. 
 
2. Local Climate Zones (LCZ), station place selection, monitoring network  
 
2.1 The LCZ concept  
 
The main purpose of the LCZ system is the characterization of the local environment around a 
temperature measurement site in terms of its ability to influence the local thermal climate. 
Therefore, the number of types is not too large and their separation is based on objective, 
measurable parameters. LCZs are defined as “regions of uniform surface cover, structure, 
material, and human activity that span hundreds of meters to several kilometres in horizontal 
scale” (Stewart and Oke, 2012). Their names reflect the main characteristics of the types 
(Table 1).  
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Table 1. Names and codes of the LCZ types (after Stewart and Oke, 2012) 
Built types Land cover types 
LCZ 1 
LCZ 2  
LCZ 3  
LCZ 4  
LCZ 5  
LCZ 6  
LCZ 7  
LCZ 8  
LCZ 9  
LCZ 10 
compact high-rise  
compact mid-rise  
compact low-rise  
open high-rise  
open mid-rise  
open low-rise  
lightweight low-rise  
large low-rise  
sparsely built  
heavy industry 
LCZ A  
LCZ B  
LCZ C  
LCZ D  
LCZ E  
LCZ F  
LCZ G 
dense trees  
scattered trees  
bush, scrub  
low plants  
bare rock / paved  
bare soil / sand  
water 
 
The LCZ types can be distinguished by typical value ranges of measurable physical 
properties. These properties describe the surface geometry and cover (sky view factor, aspect 
ratio, fractions of building, pervious and impervious surfaces, height of roughness elements, 
terrain roughness class) as well as the thermal, radiative and anthropogenic energy (surface 
admittance and albedo, anthropogenic heat output) features of the surface. As a result, the 
LCZ system consists of ten ‘built’ and seven ‘land cover’ LCZ types (Table 1). Although, 
originally it was not designed for mapping, but mapping of the urban terrain can be proved an 
efficient use of the system to determine areas which are relatively homogeneous in surface 
properties and human activities. 
In the context of the LCZ classification system, the UHI intensity is not an “urban-
rural” temperature difference (ΔTu–r), but a temperature difference between pairs of LCZ 
types (ΔTLCZ X–Y), that is an inter-zone temperature difference (Stewart et al., 2013). 
Consequently, the usage of the system allows the objective comparison of the thermal 
reactions in different areas within a city and between cities (intra-urban and inter-urban 
comparisons).  
 
2.2  LCZs in Szeged 
 
Szeged is located in the south-eastern part of Hungary (46°N, 20°E) at 79 m above sea level 
on a flat terrain with a population of 160,000 within an urbanized area of about 40 km2. The 
area is in Köppen's climatic region Cfb with an annual mean temperature of 10.4°C and an 
amount of precipitation of 497 mm (Unger et al., 2001). The study area covers an 11.5 km × 
8.5 km rectangle in and around Szeged (Fig. 1). 
In order to apply the LCZ system in the study area, that is to delineate the types 
occurring therein, a recently developed automated method was used (Lelovics et al., 2014). 
Fig. 1. shows the obtained seven ‘built’ and four ‘land cover’ LCZ types and their pattern in 
and around Szeged. 
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Fig. 1. The obtained LCZ map in Szeged (LCZ 2 – compact mid-rise, LCZ 3 – compact low-rise, LCZ 5 – open 
mid-rise, LCZ 6 – open low-rise, LCZ 8 – large low-rise and LCZ 9 – sparsely built, LCZ A – dense trees, LCZ 
B – scattered trees, LCZ C – bush, scrub, LCZ D – low plants, LCZ G – water)  and the study area (broken line) 
 
2.3. Installed and already existing stations 
 
Within the framework of an EU project (URBAN-PATH Project, 2014) a monitoring network 
with 23 stations (air temperature, T and relative humidity, RH) was set up in Szeged (Fig. 3). 
Additionally, a data series from the stations of the Hungarian Meteorological Service (HMS) 
are added. One of them is at the same place where the station D-1 is located (global radiation, 
G and wind speed, u) and the other is at the University of Szeged (station 5-1) (T, RH, G) 
(Fig. 2). Altogether, the whole network consists of 24 measurement sites. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Station locations of the urban monitoring network in Szeged with their notations (first number indicates 
the LCZ type, second one indicates the station number in a given LCZ type) (a – station, b – main road, c – 
water, d – urbanized area) (after Lelovics et al. 2014)  
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In order to have a representative urban human comfort monitoring network within the 
seven delineated ‘built’ LCZ areas the siting and configuration of 22 stations from the above 
mentioned 24 ones were based on: (i) the distance of the site from the border of the LCZ zone 
within it was located; (ii) the ability of the selected network geometry to reproduce the spatial 
distribution of mean temperature surplus pattern estimated by an empirical model (Balázs et 
al., 2009); (iii) the site’s representativeness of its microenvironment; and (iv) the site’s 
suitability for instrument installation. Thus in summary, two stations (D-1, D-2) represent the 
rural area, while the other 22 stations the different built-up areas of the city (Lelovics et al., 
2014) (Fig. 2).  
 
2.4. Measuring equipments  
 
In each monitoring station the measurement is provided by a Sensirion SHT25 sensor in a 
radiation protection screen (220 x 310 mm) at the end of a 60 cm console. The accuracy of the 
sensor is 0.4°C and 3% for the temperature and relative humidity, respectively. The radiation 
protection shield is the same as the model used by the HMS. The consoles are mounted on 
lamp posts at a height of 4 m above the ground for security reasons. As the air in the urban 
canyon is well mixed the temperature measured at this height is representative for the lower 
air layers too (but not for the air near the wall or ground) (Nakamura and Oke, 1988). At the 
beginning of the console there are two boxes (Fig. 3). The upper one contains the central 
processor, data storage (microSD) card, GPRS/EDGE/3G modem, battery and charger. The 
lower box is utilised in the case of 20 stations where the local electricity provider has made it 
possible to use the power for the station, and it contains only a separate power switch. At the 
remaining 4 stations there is direct access to the power so they do not need any additional 
box. 
 
     
Fig. 3. One of the stations of the monitoring network on a lamp post (temperature and relative humidity sensors 
are inside of the radiation shield cylinder) 
 
The system time of the stations (and the whole monitoring system) is in UTC and this 
time is regularly synchronized by the main server. Most of the stations (17 items) have 
continuous power supply but seven stations have power supply only when the city lights are 
on. These seven stations use the power of built in batteries during daytime or at power failure. 
These stations can operate up to 10 days using only battery power. The stations measure the 
parameters every minute and they send the readings with some technical information (battery 
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voltage, temperature inside the box, sensor status) into the main server (Dell PowerEdge T420 
tower server) every 10 minute. If there is no mobile internet connection or the main server 
does not receive the data the station tries to send it repeatedly until it succeeded. If the 
station’s battery level is low, the station increases the time between two data transfer to 
decrease the power consumption. One station (D-1) is located in the garden of the HMS 
station in order to provide calibration information for the network.   
 
3. Data processing 
 
3.1. Calculation of the human bioclimatological index (PET) 
  
The human (bioclimatological) comfort sensation is formed as the complex effect of air 
temperature, air humidity, radiation and wind conditions. In order to characterize this comfort 
sensation, one of the rational indices, the Physiologically Equivalent Temperature (PET) is 
used, which is defined as ‘the temperature (in ºC) of a standardized fictitious environment 
(where the mean radiation temperature = air temperature, vapour pressure = 12 hPa, wind 
speed = 0.1 ms-1), in which the body, in order to maintain its energy balance, gives the same 
physiological responses like in the complex real-world conditions’ (Mayer and Höppe, 1987).   
The PET value categories were initially defined according to thermal sensations and 
physiological stress levels of Central European people where the comfortable thermal heat 
sensation (no stress level) are indicated by a range of 18–23°C (Matzarakis and Mayer, 1996). 
Furthermore, ranges of 13-18°C and 23-29°C mean slightly cool and slightly warm 
sensations, that is slightly cool stress and slightly heat stress levels, respectively, etc. 
For the calculation of the PET index an algorithm, the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 
network structure (Haykin, 1999) was developed (Fig. 4). It consists of neurons organized in 
layers. The neuron’s differentiable outputs have non-linearity, which ensure that the output of 
the network is a continuous differentiable function of the weights. The output layer can be 
linear or non-linear. Even in the simplest case when an MLP contains only one hidden layer, 
it implements nonlinear mapping in his parameters. MLP use the error backpropagation 
learning algorithm which is an iterative learning process based on an instantaneous gradient. 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Flow chart of the development of the MLP 
  
In our case the input data (air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, global 
radiation, time) are derived from the results of the field measurements carried out in different 
urban microenvironments in Szeged between 2009 and 2013 (e.g. Kántor and Unger, 2010; 
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Égerházi et al., 2012a, 2012b) (Fig. 4). The target output data for the learning was a PET 
dataset calculated from the same input by the widely used RayMan software (Matzarakis et 
al., 2007). The MLP model always has one hidden layer and MLP has several parameters that 
need to be set. They are training time, learning rate, hidden layers and neurons in the layers. 
The training time was 1500 epoch, the learning rate started from 0.3 and it was reduced in 
each step. This helps to stop the network from diverging from the target output as well as 
improve the general performance. The number of hidden layers and the nodes in each layer 
were generated automatically by the WEKA data mining software (Hall et al., 2009). The 
MLP with these options was applied for predicting the PET index. 
 
3.2. Estimation of the wind and global radiation 
 
For PET calculation in one site in the urban area the wind speed and radiation data measured 
there would be ideal. In contrary if the aim is the monitoring of the thermal comfort 
conditions in a local scale the direct measurement is not appropriate as the wind speed and 
radiation measured on site are highly affected by several micro scale phenomena like the 
arrangement of the nearby obstacles and their effect for the shading and wind flow. Moreover, 
the deployment of expensive wind and radiation sensors in every urban monitoring site is also 
not practical because of the safety and financial reasons. By virtue of these reasons we used 
mean wind speed (uUCL) in the Urban Canopy Layer and the undisturbed global radiation (G). 
The height of the UCL is Szeged is assumed about 30 metres based on the available building 
database. 
As we mentioned, in the study area the global radiation data are available from the two 
HMS stations (sites D-1 and 5-1, see Section 2.3). For every monitoring sites we used the 
nearest measured global radiation data. 
Application of the different forms of logarithmic wind profile (Oke, 1987; Foken, 
2008) for the reduction of the wind speed is prevalent in several thermal comfort studies 
(Spagnolo and de Dear, 2003; Bröde et al., 2012). However, this method is questionable if the 
sum of the roughness length (z0) and the displacement height (zd) are higher than the height 
where we want to calculate the wind speed, because the logarithmic approximation gives 0 
ms-1 in these cases (Oke, 1987; Foken, 2008). Therefore, in our study we had to find another 
solution, because the values of the roughness parameters in urban area (Gál and Unger, 2009) 
exceed this limitation. For the estimation of the mean wind speed in UCL we applied a new 
method developed for this purpose, however it is mainly based on the power law equation 
(Counihan, 1975): 
         (1) 
where u1 and u2 is the wind speed at z1 and z2 heights, respectively, and α is estimated as a 
function of z0: 
.        (2) 
Firstly, we used the Roughness Mapping Tool developed by Gál and Unger (2013) 
and its basics are presented there. This is a standalone software for calculation the roughness 
parameters (z0, zd) using building and tree crown database. With this software we calculated 
the z0 and zd at the monitoring sites and 8 additional areas. These additional areas are the sites 
of the earlier thermal comfort studies in Szeged between 2009 and 2012 (Égerházi et al., 
2012a, 2012b; Kántor et al., 2011, 2012), and for these areas 59 523 individual wind speed 
readings are available. We calculated the 10 minute average wind speeds (uUCL) from the 1 
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minute data of these field measurements and compared them to the 10 minute average wind 
speed data (u10) from the HMS station. We assumed that uUCL is a constant inside the UCL 
and is equal to u10. Finally, we got 1615 data pair after filtering out the no and very weak 
wind situations (u < 1 ms-1).  
 
 
Fig. 5. Concept of the wind speed reduction (for explanation of symbols see the text) 
 
Secondly, the wind speed at a height 1000 m (u1000) was calculated from u10 using the 
logarithmic formula assuming that this u1000 value is the regional wind speed unaffected by 
the drag of the surface (Fig. 4). As a next step we determined the wind speed at the top of the 
UCL (u30) and we calculated a constant (k) with the minimization of the mean square error 
(MSE) (Scharf, 1991) which describes the difference between u30 and the measured uUCL (Fig. 
4). This constant is 0.3331 (MSE=0.3284).  
Finally, we obtained the Equation 1 as a formula for the wind reduction. 
       (1) 
where 
  
and subscripts r and u mark the rural and urban sites. 
 From Equation 1 the complex wind reduction constant (r) was calculated for each 
monitoring site (Table 2). We used this value to calculate the wind speed for the stations from 
the wind speed measured at D-1 the HMS station at the same time as the time of the PET 
calculation.  
 
Table 2. Displacement height (zd), roughness length (z0), and complex wind reduction constant (r) at urban 
stations 
Station ID zd (m) z0 (m) r 
2-1 8.7183 1.7455 0.2932 
3-1 6.3586 1.4968 0.3116 
5-1 6.0872 1.6751 0.3065 
5-2 4.6924 2.2986 0.2937 
5-3 7.6809 2.0346 0.2887 
5-4 5.7750 2.8261 0.2765 
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6-1 1.7582 0.6740 0.3663 
6-2 1.4402 0.4290 0.3856 
6-3 1.0717 0.3134 0.3982 
6-4 2.6706 0.8682 0.3521 
6-5 3.4694 1.0783 0.3392 
6-6 3.1466 0.9509 0.3463 
6-7 1.5964 0.4782 0.3809 
6-8 3.1734 1.1458 0.3372 
6-9 1.5275 0.4108 0.3870 
6-10 1.2339 0.5226 0.3784 
8-1 1.8155 0.2798 0.4001 
8-2 2.1910 0.2509 0.4028 
9-1 0.1703 0.2000 0.4157 
9-2 0.7589 0.2199 0.4111 
9-3 0.2805 0.2000 0.4154 
9-4 0.7641 0.2177 0.4115 
 
3.3. Operational data processing and display  
 
After the transmission of the station data into the main server every 10 minutes the automatic 
data procession system creates the final two (site and spatial) database (Fig. 6) in order to 
make it possible to present these data as charts and maps on the public homepage of the 
project (urban-path.hu). Using this public display system all of the measured and calculated 
parameters can be accessed a way that the time of the maps and charts can be freely modified 
by the visitors. 
 
 
Fig. 6.  Flow chart of the automatic data processing of the monitoring system 
 
The received data from the monitoring network are stored in one text file per day on the 
server, and also stored in a MySQL database. Every 10 minutes a Java software  calculates the 
PET value describing the human comfort conditions (see Section 3.1.) for each station using 
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the temperature and relative humidity values measured there, as well as global radiation and 
wind speed data measured at the HMS stations (Fig. 6). The results of this calculation are also 
stored in the MySQL database (Fig. 6). On the homepage the data stored in the MySQL 
database are displayed by charts using PHP scripts.  
For the automatic interpolation of the spatial patterns of the measured and calculated 
data a Java software was developed. This program applies simple linear interpolation for a 
500 m resolution grid of the study area using the data of the three nearest station of each grid 
point. In order to avoid the incorrect interpolation in the edge of the study area, the two rural 
stations considered as the background station, thus at the bordering (non-urban) grid points 
we used the data of the nearest rural station, and all of these points were added to the original 
measurement points for the interpolation (Fig. 6). The coordinates of the grid points and the 
stations are in the Unified Hungarian Projection, but at the end of the interpolation they were 
converted to WGS84 latitude and longitude coordinates because it is more appropriate for the 
further processing (drawing maps with GrADS, comparing the measurements with weather 
prediction models). At the first hand we applied a weighting constant (currently it is 1) in the 
interpolation and after further investigations we will alter this constant using the statistical 
connection between the surface parameters (e.g. built up ratio, SVF, green area, water 
surface) and the measured temperature, relative humidity or the PET in order to increase the 
precision of the interpolation (Fig. 6). The final patterns are stored in another, the spatial 
database, which is technically a NetCDF file. The public project homepage presents these 
patterns as maps created by GrADS and PHP scripts. 
  
4. Intra-urban variation of the measured and calculated parameters 
 
In this section the intra-urban differences in the thermal and human comfort conditions are 
illustrated in selecting time periods when the weather conditions promoted the microclimatic 
effects of the spatially varied surface features. 
 
4.1. Temperature data series – comparison of LCZs’ thermal reactions 
 
The distinct thermal behaviour of the different LCZ areas is shown during a 48 h cloudless 
period between 29 and 31 March 2014 (from morning to morning) as an example. This period 
is characterized as a pleasant spring weather. According to the data of the rural HMS station, 
the insolation was undisturbed during the daylight hours with maximum values of 750-780 
Wm-2. The air movement was moderate (0-3 ms-1) except of the first few (daytime) hours (~4-
5 ms-1). The days were rather warm with maximum values of 18-20ºC, but the mornings were 
a bit chilly with the minimum values of 2-4ºC because of the intense nocturnal cooling 
provided by the cloudless sky. 
In order to compare the temperature variations of LCZs during the 48 h period the areal 
averages were calculated for every LCZ area. As the number of stations located at these areas 
are different because of their different areal extent (from one in LCZ 2 to ten in LCZ 6, see 
Fig. 2 too) the T-averages based on original data with different number of sites. As a result 
seven temperature series are compared (ΔTLCZ X–Y), in accordance with the number of LCZs 
occur in the study area (except ‘heavy industry’ (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7. Temporal variation of the mean LCZ temperatures during a 48 h period (29 – 31 March 2014) 
 
As Fig. 7. shows the T-curves follow the regular shape of the daily temperature cycle 
in spring, that is warming in the daytime until early afternoon (~8-10 hours) then cooling until 
dawn (14-16 hours). As expected, the LCZ 2 area is the warmest and the LCZ 9 and LCZ D 
types are the coolest but this is really prevalent at night as in the daytime the curves almost 
move together. The largest temperature differences occur in the nocturnal hours: for example 
at 4.30 UTC ΔTLCZ 2–D ~ 5ºC, ΔTLCZ 5–D ~ 4.5ºC, but ΔTLCZ 8–D ~ 2,5ºC only, while ΔTLCZ 9–D 
~ 0ºC at both night. This can be explained by the slower cooling of the built-up areas 
compared to the open and more vegetated rural areas because of the radiation processes at the 
mentioned weather conditions.  
 
4.2. Maps on temperature, relative humidity and human comfort 
 
During the processing of incoming data (see Section 3) high resolution maps are produced 
automatically showing the spatial structures of the thermal, humidity and human comfort 
conditions, which appear on the project website continuously updated in 10-minute interval 
(online) from June 2014. 
 As an example, in the case of air temperature and relative humidity we present the 
situations in the evening hours (2000 UTC, 7 April 2014). That day was also a typical nice 
spring one with some cloud drift so the global radiation was a bit disturbed, therefore in the 
most intensive period it varied between 550 and 780 Wm-2. The temperature reached 19ºC at 
the rural HMS station and it was about 10 ºC at 2000 UTC. The daytime wind speed was 2-3 
ms-1 then it decreased to about 1 ms-1 in the evening.   
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Fig. 8.  Intra-urban patterns of temperature (ºC) and relative humidity (%) at 2000 UTC, 7 April 2014  
(a – station, b – main road, c – water, d – urbanized area)  
 
 The T-pattern shows a typical ‘island-like’ shape with a maximum of over 13.5ºC in 
the inner city. The values decrease toward the outskirts until about 10ºC (as mentioned above 
in the case of rural HMS station). A small deviation from the quasi-concentric shape can be 
found in the western parts of the city, where small lakes and large green areas are 
predominant. An opposite case can be experienced for the RH: the largest values (85-90%) 
occur in the periphery and the smallest ones (under 75%) in the inner parts stretching a bit 
toward the hosing estates in the north-eastern parts of the city. The shape of the temperature 
pattern is mostly similar to the results of the previous UHI measurement campaign in Szeged 
(Unger et al., 2001; Balázs et al., 2009) thus the selection of the sites was really 
representative. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.  Intra-urban pattern of human comfort conditions (PET ºC) at 1200 UTC, 7 April 2014 (a – station, b – 
main road, c – water, d – urbanized area) 
 
 In the case of human comfort conditions the PET-pattern for the daytime (1200 UTC) 
is presented. At that time the distribution of temperature (not shown) is almost homogeneous 
in the study area (with a variation of less than 0.5ºC around 17ºC) but in the PET values a 
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range of 20.5-25.5ºC occurs. Accordingly, there is comfortable thermal heat sensation (no 
stress level) in outer parts of the city (below 23ºC PET) and much of the city has been 
experiencing a very slightly warm sensation (slight heat stress level) (from 23 to 25.5ºC PET 
in the inner parts). Consequently, already in this nice and not too warm early spring day the 
environmental conditions in the inner urban parts can be a bit loading for the people. This can 
be explained by the altered wind conditions (lower wind speeds in the inner urban parts) with 
rather uniform insolation. This (thermal) load could be strengthened by the fact that after the 
colder winter days the thermal contrast (e.g. stronger sunshine) is rather large suddenly for the 
unprepared (not accustomed) people staying outdoors. 
 
5. Conclusions and outlook 
 
Based on this study the following conclusions can be drawn in accordance with the aims set in 
the Introduction: 
Besides the two already existing measurement points 22 additional sites were selected 
within the seven delineated Local Climate Zones in Szeged in order to develop a 
representative urban human comfort monitoring network and information system. 
The incoming data (T, RH from 24 stations, G, T and RH from the urban HMS station, 
as well as G and v from the two HMS stations) were processed by the following steps: firstly,  
G estimation for each station where it is not measured, then wind reduction for each station 
using roughness parameters, logarithmic wind profile and final adjustment using previous 
street level wind measurements. Secondly, PET calculation from the four meteorological 
parameters with a neural network method (MLP), then finally, linear interpolation of the 
measured and calculated parameters into a regular grid with 500 m resolution.  
 As public information, the maps about the thermal and human comfort conditions and 
additionally different graphs about the temporal variations of T, RH and PET appear in 10-
minute time steps as a real-time visualisation on the project homepage (URBAN-PATH 
Project, 2014). 
According to the preliminary outcomes as case studies, the largest intra-urban thermal 
differences between the LCZ areas in a two-day period occurred in the nocturnal hours 
reaching even 5ºC in early spring. These results confirm the findings of Stewart and Oke 
(2012), that is the thermal influence of any change or difference in landscapes (e.g. the 
different levels of urbanization) are better demonstrated using LCZ difference concept than a 
simple but generally not clear urban-rural approach, and additionally, it provides an 
opportunity for intra- and inter-urban comparisons. In the spatial distribution of human 
comfort conditions there are distinct differences in the strength of the loading or favourable 
environmental conditions between the neighbourhoods during the daytime. As the inhabitants 
can meet large differences even within relatively short distances, the urban areas can not be 
considered at all homogeneous from this respect. 
 In summary, as a result of the infrastructure development and related research in the 
frame of the URBAN-PATH project an operating urban human comfort monitoring network 
and information system was established in Szeged.  
The utilization possibilities of the results in the future related to the high-resolution 
weather prediction models which can be applied in the urban environments – these are real 
alternatives of urban climate measurement networks – but their results are not yet adequate 
enough (Case et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2011; Salamanca et al., 2011). The real time 
predictions of urban meteorological environment are not only based on the attributes of static 
urban parameters (built-up ratio, sky-view factor, building heights etc.) because these data are 
basically constant in the prognostic time-scales. On the other hand the actual weather of a 
given urban region strongly depends on physical processes being worked in macro- and meso-
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scales. The mentioned processes can be taken into account only using a well-defined, 
telescopic downscaling method with the help of a high resolution numerical weather 
prediction model (such as WRF). Today these high resolution models are directly able to 
predict the urban meteorological effects and give adequate data for a complex urban weather 
prediction system. Nevertheless the basic urban surface data sets and their attributes which are 
needed to make a successful forecast will have to be specified. Since the urban weather 
factors mainly work on meso-γ and micro-α scales the applied numerical model will be able 
to run with 300 m horizontal resolution and dense vertical layering. Based on the mentioned 
challenges it is important to implement a high-resolution urban static database into the WRF 
system as well as the global and local (urban) meteorological data assimilation are also 
required. An WRF-based urban meteorological prediction system can be able to give 
fundamental data for some new research aspects such as military, urban planning, public 
health etc. applications.    
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